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Russians say coup was people's effort 
by Donna Ragsdale 
 staff writer  
The Soviet coup was defeated by people hungry 
for reform of their struggling government and 
economy, said a panel of Russian citizens Monday. 
But still, "I think democracy will collapse if we 
don't have anything to eat," said A.A. Ignatenko, 
legislative mayor of the Russian city of Peterhof. He 
and nine other Peterhof citizens are visiting their 
sister city Harrisonburg, and spoke to JMU students 
Monday. 
Because Peterhof is only 20 minutes away from 
St. Petersburg, the coup hit close to home, he said. 
The tanks came within 100 kilometers of St. 
Petersburg, Ignatenko said, and many people from 
Peterhof went to help defend St. Petersburg — 
formerly Leningrad. 
"It [the coup] was not defeated in Moscow, but 
locally," Ignatenko said. The most interesting result 
of this push was all the masks were torn away. We 
immediately saw who put on this mask and who 
were the real supporters of democratic reform.'* 
"As far as the meaning of the revolution, it can be 
put into two words — reason prevailed," said E.P. 
Istomin, Peterhof s administrative mayor. 
Students filled Grafton-Stovall Theatre and sat in 
the aisles waiting for the opportunity to address the 
panel of 10 citizens from Peterhof, two interpreters, 
and Pablo Cuevas, moderator and chairman of the 
Rockingham County Board of Supervisors. 
The Russian delegation is here on a two-week 
visit to promote relations between the newly-founded 
sister cities of Harrisonburg and Peterhof. The JMU 
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Ju. M. Luchinsky, a member of Russian Parliament, laughs as he talks to JMU students 
at a forum Monday. Ten Russian visitors will visit Harrisonburg for two weeks. 
forum was part of an effort to create understanding 
of the new Russia that is emerging. 
Addressing how the coup affected the people 
locally, Ignatenko also said that the coup members 
had prepared lists of people to be arrested 
immediately once the coup began — local as well as 
national officials were listed. 
Ju. M.  Luchinsky, a member of Russian 
Parliament, had a different view of the coup. 
"It was harder in Moscow," Luchinsky said. "I 
happened to be in Moscow at the time. There were 
no newspapers at that time. The city was filled with 
soldiers." 
Luchinsky recalled how he and some other deputy 
authorities tried to persuade protesters not to throw 
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Peterhof became sister city 
following Harrisonburg push 
by Donna Ragsdale 
staff writer 
With the gifts of children and the dream of some 
local residents, Harrisonburg became the sister city 
of Peterhof in March 1990. 
"This is just a beginning," said Peterhof's 
legislative mayor, A.A. Ignatenko. "We're going to 
be forging understanding in all areas." 
Russians in Harrisonburg 
A delegation of 10 Peterhof citizens are in 
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County for the next 
two weeks to solidify the only locally-initiated sister 
city relationship in Virginia. 
Ignatenko said not everyone in Peterhof approved 
of the trip. Some said "there is no point to travel, you 
should just stay here and work," he said. But they 
don't understand that information from Harrisonburg 
can be used in Peterhof. 
"It's also a question of learning to think in a 
different way," Ignatenko said. "You have to tear 
away that iron curtain that exists in their thoughts. 
We're hoping to do this through our trip here." 
The members of the delegation represent various 
facets of Russian life. Ignatenko represents 
government. 
"I want to leam how to make our upper levels of 
power like yours," Ignatenko said. 
Ju. V. Ivanov, the editor of Peterhofs newspaper, 
said the most important part of the trip for them was 
getting to know the people of Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County and establishing beneficial 
economic relationships. 
PETERHOF page 2 
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gas-filled books at tanks while keeping the tanks 
from firing at the people. 
The youth of the country also were active in 
defeating the coup. L.L. Basov, president of the 
commission on economic reform, said be went to a 
dorm in St. Petersburg and asked for students to 
come help. "In 20 minutes we had almost a full bus," 
Basov said. 
The communist hardliners may have been 
defeated in the coup, but communism has not 
disappeared in the Soviet republics, he said. 
"The communist party is far from being 
dissolved," Basov said. "Many people retain their 
convictions. It is just important that they don't inflict 
their beliefs on others." 
Political problems were not the only concerns the 
Russians voiced in Monday's forum. Istomin said 
that in all areas, Russians are ready to go from 
"intentions to concrete actions." 
The people of Peterhof are faced with ecological 
and economic situations that they hope to improve 
through ideas and aid gained in this trip lo the United 
Stales. 
"The ecological problem in our country is without 
a doubt more serious than it is in your country,'' said 
A.N Gersht, the president of the commission on 
ecology and health. 
In economics, Basov said that so far there have 
been no real changes, only changes in name. He said 
many areas such as textiles are still monopolized by 
a few business interests. 
"We can have no improvement without 
competition," Basov said. 
The Harrisonburg- and Rockingham County- 
based group Local/International Network 
Committee, which created the sister city relationship, 
is collecting medical supplies to send back to Russia 
with the delegation. 
This effort is being made not only to help the 
hospital, but to move toward the American to a 
Russian goal stated by Istomin: "We're going to 
become friends, not in words, but in deeds." 
__ _-        .. COURTESY OF MS. MADISON COMMITTEE Ms. Madison 
Ms. Madison will be announced during the last five minutes off hatftime at 
Saturday's football game — and chosen from the 10 above: (I to r, front row) Kim 
Jackson, Dawn Miller, Deborah Van Tuyt, Lori Lerew, (I to r, back row) Melanie 
Byrd, Laura Tomb, Jacfynn Gilfiltan, Jennifer Edmondson, and Karen Williams. Not 
pictured:  Felicia DeBerry. 
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"We have in our delegation people from all 
backgrounds and we're going to try to find out about 
those things in America," Ivanov said. 
The Russian visitors will be exposed to American 
government and economics as they visit local 
establishments which parallel their home interests. 
They will tour JMU, the County Office Building, 
Eastern Mennonite College, Shenandoah National 
Park, Rockingham Memorial Hospital, a dairy farm, 
and the Adolph Coors Company, as well as making a 
trip to Washington, D.C. fa the day. 
Because of economic conditions in their homeland 
have worsened, several of the Russian visitors said it 
seemed all Americans are rich. 
"If I was transferred to America right now, I 
would think I was in heaven," said Ju. M. Luchinsky, 
a member of the Russian Parliament. He said he is 
staying in a home that is nicer than the houses of 
Russian government officials. 
Ignatenko said when he looks at Americans he 
sees "people with the same legs, arms and brains" 
and wonders why Russians live so poorly. He said he 
hoped this trip would promote Russian business as 
well as a better understanding of the people. 
Sister City Origins 
JMU Foreign Language Professor Elizabeth 
Neatrour made the initial move toward gaining a 
sister city in June 1989, when she took letters from 
Harrisonburg officials to Peterhof. 
Neatrour was familiar with Peterhof because of 
her travels to Russia for the U.S. State Department. 
She had worked for a couple of years to set up an 
exchange program for students. 
Neatrour told a Russian newspaper editor about 
Harrisonburg's interest in being Peterhof s sister city. 
"The editor was astounded," Neatrour said. In a 
half hour, a meeting was set with the mayor and a car 
was sent through the snow to pick up Neatrour. 
The Local International Network Committee of 
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County is the 
coordinator of the sister city relationship. Members 
of LINC provided the schedule of events for the 
Russian delegation. 
LINC also sponsored a 10-day trip to Russia in the 
spring of 1990. During the Russia trip, the group 
visited Peterhof as well as parts of other cities. 
"This area these folks are coming from is going to 
change faster than some others — they are a very 
progressive people," said Pablo Cuevas, member of 
LINC and the Rockingham County Board of 
Supervisors. 
Correction 
Resident students can only park 
in faculty/staff lots after 8 p.m. 
weekdays. Monday's Breeze was 
incorrect when it reported that 
residents could park in faculty/staff 
lots after 4 p.m. 
Correction? 
Call The Breeze 
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A sprinkle a day ... 
Students dodge yet another sprinkler downpour. 
Prevention project stresses 
the 'destruction of alcohol' 
by Brookie Davis 
production manager 
JMU's Substance Abuse Prevention 
Effort Project plans to make JMU 
think about the "destruction of 
alcohol" and other drugs through 
various programs this yeat 
SAPE began planning its 
prevention and education programs 
spring semester, said Dr. Marcia Ball, 
project coordinator 
1MB want to promote 
responsibility," Ball said. "I'm 
interested in students realizing the 
potential consequence of their 
behavior." 
So fin this year about 500 students 
and 30 percent of the faculty have 
visited the SAPE office to receive 
literature on alcohol and drugs. 
SAPE, which is funded by a two- 
year federal grant, is used to fill in the 
gaps in the programs already in use on 
campus, Ball said. This office is to 
coordinate all those efforts," she said. 
"We do absolutely no counseling here." 
They refer students to other campus 
or community resources such as the 
health center and die counseling center. 
In addition there is literature on 
sexual assault, unwanted pregnancy, 
date rape and sexually transmitted 
diseases because there seems to be a 
link between sex and alcohol. Ball 
said. 
SAPE is geared to prevent students 
from abusing alcohol and other drugs, 
but the use of alcohol is their main 
target 
Alcohol is the drug of choice at 
JMU, Ball said. And consuming 
alcohol is a very common social 
behavior on most campuses, she said. 
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Pedestrian traffic prompts 
safety patrols on Main St. 
by Andrea Talbot 
stqffwriter 
Tired of fighting traffic to get across 
Main Street? 
Beginning Monday, Oct. 28, there 
will be safety patrols at the crosswalk 
in front of Anthony-Seegcr Hall to 
help students cross. 
The patrols will be on duty from 
Monday through Friday from 7:30 
a.m. to 9 a.m. and from 11 a.m. to 1 
p.m., according to Sgt. Herbert W. 
Lam, parking manager for the JMU 
Department of Public Safety's parking 
division. 
The department has decided to 
implement this plan due to the number 
of students that cross Main Street 
everyday. 
"As many as 2,500 students a day 
cross at the crosswalk in front of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall," Lam said. 
There will be a patrol on each side of 
Main Street. When the stoplight at 
Grace Street and Main Street is green 
for east and westbound traffic, the 
patrols will allow students to cross. 
According to Lam, the safety patrols, 
will be members of the parking staff. 
"This is a pilot program," Lam said. 
"If it works well, [the patrols] that are 
there may be extended." 
Carrier Library trying to 
combine past and future 
by Dorma Ragsdale 
 SG'A reporter  
University Librarian Dennis 
R obi son spoke to the Student 
Government Association Tuesday 
about the importance of both sides 
of Carrier Library — the traditional 
and the technological. 
^LTrnTrnM k      JMU 
"Mryt*^ mmv ^      JML 
inHnilr   mu     »m 
Robison said because the 
humanities at JMU still use 
traditional sources, like bound 
journals, the library was trying to 
keep that information updated. 
But because of increasing costs 
and the need for faster information, 
the library also has developed its 
electronic retrieval services. 
The library has changed more 
technologically than any other 
entity at the university," Robison 
said. He said be expects this to 
continue. 
Plans are being researched to add 
periodicals to Leonardo, which 
currently is a data base for books. 
Also at the meeting, SGA 
President Pat Southall announced 
that the day after an SGA reception 
held at Carrier's home Oct. 16, 
profanity was discovered written on 
some of the walls at Oakview. 
No investigation will be held and 
it is undetermined as to whether any 
members of the SGA were involved 
in the desecration, she said. 
Southall said a letter would be 
sent to the Carriers expressing 
regret over the incident and 
explaining that the act was in no 
way representative of the SGA. 
"When I heard this, it upset me 
so bad because he opened up his 
house to us," Southall said. 
Also at the meeting: 
• Carrier's forum with the SGA 
is planned for Tuesday. Over 200 
questions for Carrier were submitted 
by students before Friday's deadline. 
• The SGA executive council 
vetoed a bill to keep residents from 
parking in commuter lots because 
the wording of the bill approved 
was not consistent with the written 
bill submitted by the Student 
Services Committee. The bill 
which created increased fines for 
resident parking violations was 
passed by the senate at last week's 
meeting without having been 
approved by the JMU parking 
committee. 
The officers encouraged 
committees to make sure adequate 
research is done on future bills. 
• The Legislative Action 
Committee will have absentee 
ballot applications available from 
10 a.m. until 3 p.m. today and 
SGA   paged 
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by Dave Fields 
police reporter 
Campus police reported the following: 
Petty Larceny 
• Personalized Virginia license plate "DR CAT 
reportedly was stolen from a vehicle parked either 
in V- or G-tot sometime between 8 a.m. and noon 
Sept. 20. A delayed report of the incident was 
made to police Oct. 18. 
The license plate is valued at $20. 
• A black Murray brand Explorer model 10-speed 
bike with green script, the serial number 
M01977408 and the JMU registration number 
204 reportedly was stolen from Chandler Hall 
sometime between 2 p.m. Oct. 18 and 8 a.m. Oct. 
19. 
The bike is valued at $97. 
• A bookbag left in the stacks of Carrier Library 
reportedly was stolen sometime between 12:10 
and 12:20 p.m. Oct. 21. The bookbag later was 
recovered. 
• Three unattended bookbags left in the Carrier 
Library stacks reportedly were stolen sometime 
between 2:15 and 2:35 p.m. Oct. 21. 
Petty Larceny, Destruction off Private 
Property 
• A license plate bracket reportedly was broken 
on a vehicle parked in Z-lot during the reported 
theft of a New York license plate number 2YC-911 
off the vehicle sometime between 5 p.m. Oct. 12 
and 12:15 p.m. Oct. 19. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• A marble wall separating stalls in the first floor 
bathroom of the Kappa Sigma fraternity house 
reportedly was damaged sometime between 3 and 
1053 a.m. Oct. 18. 
• A window reportedly was broken out of the 
Keezell Hall/Wilson Hall breezeway sometime 
between 5 and 10:30 p.m. Oct. 18. 
• Ceiling grate and tiles reportedly were pulled 
out of the Eagle Hall elevator in an apparent 
attempt to gain access to the ceiling of the elevator 
at 138 a.m. Oct. 21. 
Damage to the elevator is estimated at $100, 
and power to the elevator was cut after the 
incident. 
Destruction off Private Property 
• An   unknown   person   reportedly   broke  the 
driver's side exterior mirror from a vehicle parked 
on Duke Drive East sometime between 11 p.m. 
Oct. 19 and 5:37 a.m. Oct. 20. 
Personal Abuse 
• A student was charged judicially with personal 
abuse after he allegedly directed verbal abuse to a 
cadet on the railroad tracks behind the steam plant 
at 453 p.m. Oct. 19. 
The alleged incident occurred during the football 
game, and resulted from the cadet reportedly 
asking the student and an accompanying student 
to leave the area. 
DUI 
• Non-student Lewis E. Miller, 30. of 
MkMlebrook, reportedly was charged with driving 
under the influence on South Main Street by Zirkle 
House at 3:08 a.m. Oct. 20. 
Miller also reportedly was found to be in 
violation of a DMV restriction on his license which 
prohibits him from driving at night. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 24: 
SGA Abuse 
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Friday at a table on the first floor of 
the Warren Campus Center. Addresses 
of Virginia registrars also will be 
available. This service is only for 
registered voters. 
• The Food Services committee bill 
to allow two guest punches per 
semester for students with 20-meal 
plans was passed when the senate voted 
as a committee of the whole. The 
guest punches will only apply to the 
Stcakhousc and Gibbons Dining Hall. 
CONTINUED from page 3 
"It's a big problem. But not any 
bigger than any place else," Ball said. 
SAPE also monitors substance 
abuse through constant student 
surveys. 
According to Ball,  most JMU 
students report they drink alcohol. 
She also said that people take more 
chances in their sexual behavior when 
they are under the influence of alcohol. 
And a price can't be put on the 
emotional damage that results from 
alcohol abuse. Ball said. 
Homecoming Specials 
DoritOS    Al1 varieties, NOW 89C (reg.$ 1.39) 
Guess the number of 
candy corns in the jar and win 
one of 2 Coleman Cooler 
2-Liter Jugs 
• Guess the weight of our big pumpkin and 
win it and a party package 
CARNATION HOT 
COCOA 
12 oz size 
39c 
Save 10$ 
Reg. 49$ 
»?■ 
Offer Expires 
10/27/91 
T 33 oz. FOUNTAIN 
SODA 
Only 69c 
Save 20c 
Reg. 89C 
■?■ 
Offer Expires 
10/27/91 
r JMU MEGAPHONE 
Filled with fresh 
popcorn 
Only 25C 
Offer Expires 
10/27/91 
STOP BY AND SEE WHAT OUR 
COPY CENTER HAS TO OFFER 
w
 Duplicate/ 
—"wnurev 
FEATURING: 
LOW PRICES!!! 
ON CAMPUS CONVENIENCE! 
FAST SERVICE! 
TRANSPARANCIES! 
RESUMES! 
BINDING CAPABILITIES! 
FLUORESCENT PAPER! 
REDUCTIONS! 
ENLARGEMENTS! 
FLIERS! 
NEWSLETTERS! 
POSTERS! 
CONVENIENT HOURS! 
WE ACCEPT FLEX ACCOUNTS. 
Located near Greek Row 
Serving all Phone: 568-3908 
students, faculty Hours: 7 am - 8 pm Mon-Thu 
and staff of JMU 7 am - 7 pm Frl 
community 9am-1pmSat 
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Addendum to class schedule released: 
The Records Office has released an addendum to 
the Spring '92 Schedule of Classes. A copy of the 
addendum is on page Sot The Breeze. Students may 
also pick up a copy at the Records Office, Wilson 
104. 
Christian croups sponsor prayer service: 
"Community-Wide Praise and Prayer Service at 
JMU" will be held Sunday, Oct. 27 in the Wilson 
Hall auditorium at 8 p.m. This event is sponsored by 
all campus Christian organizations. All are welcome. 
Haftoween parly to be held at FOP hafl: 
Zeta Tau Alpha and the council for exceptional 
children is sponsoring a Halloween party for persons 
with mental retardation on Toes., Oct. 29 at 6 p.m. at 
the Fraternal Order of Police Hall at 330 Waterman 
Drive. All ages are welcome. For more information 
call Mary Stuart Boling at 568-5372. 
ARC sponsors two upcoming events: 
The Association for Retarded Citizens is 
sponsoring a Parent to Parent Morning Coffee on 
Tuesday, Oct. 29 at 10 a.m. for parents of children 
with special needs. The meeting will be held at the 
ARC office at 1000 S. High St. For more 
information call Marie Rublee at 433-5821. 
ARC is also sponsoring a Holiday Crafts Sale on 
Saturday, Nov. 9 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Op 
Shop located in die basement of the Simms School 
building- For more information call 433-3314. 
Golden Key implement two programs: 
Golden Key National Honor Society's national 
alcohol and drug abuse prevention effort, "The Best 
of America Say No," this year is directed at school- 
age youth. The program brings Golden Key members 
together with student athletes and others to serve as a 
role models for children. For more information 
contact Grace Santos at 433-1533. 
Golden Key is also sponsoring Global Outreach, 
an attempt to help foreign students adjust to the 
unfamiliar environment of American college life. For 
more information call Angela Shaw at 568-7184. 
Feiowships available for graduate study: 
The U.S. Department of Energy is sponsoring 
graduate fellowship programs providing full 
payment of tuition and fees, monthly stipends and 
practical experience at the DOE. 
For more information contact Sandra Johnson or 
Bridget Gross at (615) 576-2600. 
Adoption Tidbits 
In many Third World countries, a baby who is born to a 
mother too poor to care for herself often faces overflowing 
orphanages, nights on the street, and/or malnourishment 
within a poverty stricken home. 
According to 77me magazine, an average of 20 loving 
couples in America adopt a baby from overseas every day. 
But this adoption process is not free from black market 
dealing, baby-sale scandals, and various threats ot halting 
prearranged plans. 
In the U.S., waiting lists for white newborns are sometimes 
as long as five years, so couples turn to the millions of 
children around the world who are abandoned and 
homeless. An overseas adoption can take up to a year or 
longer and can range from $5,000 to $20,000. 
Source: fm*, October 21.1991 ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE 
Former hostage released: 
Jesse Turner came home yesterday after being 
held captive four years and 10 months in 
Lebanon. 
He is the fourth hostage released in four 
months. There are still four American hostages in 
Lebanon. 
Ukraine asked to stay in Soviet Union: 
President Mikhail Gorbachev and leaders of 
seven Soviet Republics asked 
the Ukraine to stay in the new 
Soviet Union. The request was 
made due to plans made by the 
Ukrainian legislature to form its 
own armed forces. 
AROUND THE GLOBE jj 
Earthquake in India 
causes destruction, 
death: 
As many as 1, 000 people 
were killed by the earthquake 
that struck northern India 
Sunday. The victims of the 
quake were mostly villagers in a remote section 
of the Himalayan mountains. 
college desegregation case, the While House said 
Tuesday. Bush ordered the solicitor general to 
change the administration's position to support 
more state funding of historically black colleges. 
Controversy over origin of Oakland fire: 
Oakland residents and Are officials partially 
blamed the Oakland Fire Department for the 
"worst urban wildfire in California history." 
The fire department ignored warnings to clear 
a dangerous patch of shrub and rejected proposals 
for a fire station in the Oakland 
hills where the fire took place. 
* asoio am awiow 
Senate to start debate 
on civil rights: 
The Senate cleared the way 
for debate concerning civil 
rights on Tuesday. The debate 
will include ways for workers 
to win job discrimination and 
sexual harassment suits. 
Ozone depleting faster than expected: 
Scientists reported findings of significant 
depletion of the ozone during the summer months 
on Tuesday. Experts are concerned about the rise 
m skin cancer cases. 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Administrator William K. Reilly said the problem 
is "more serious than we believed." 
Bush alters desegregation case 
outcome: 
President Bush intervened in a Mississippi 
Support for Bush down: 
The latest Washington Post-ABC News poll 
suggests that support for Bush's reelection is 
down. The drop is linked to Bush's handling of 
the economic slump. This is the first time that 
support for Bush has dropped below the SO 
percent mark in the polls. 
Forest fire contained: 
The worst forest fire in the George Washington 
National Forest in ten years was contained on 
Tuesday. A forest spokesman said Virginia's dry 
woodlands are "ripe for fire." 
Source: The Washington Post, Oct. 23,1991 
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life 
through a 
Lens. 
it could be yours, if you 
are our new assistant 
photo editor. 
To apply, send a resume and 5 
samples of your work to the 
Breeze office in 
Anthony-Seeger Hal I. 
Deadline for applications: 
Nov. 59 1991. 
171 NeffAve. 
"Next to Woody V 
.     433-9966 
rrjj/r 
Over 30 Styles • 
Over 2000 tuxedos on site 
Special Student Group Rates • Start $28.00 
Try Our Campus Representative Scott Neighbors • 568-7273 
For all Fraternities and Sororities 
'.onnecting Point 4* Authorized 
COWUTER a I Educ*Uon ■*■ Consul™ 
7KS E. Market St.   (703) 434 1111 
Microsoft 
Works 
Word 
Excel 
Windows 3.0 
liflllandQuattro Pro 
Mac 
$129 
120 
189 
am 
$79.95 
135/189 • 
189* 
149 
69.95 
WordPerfect Mac or DOS    135.00 
lotus 1-2-3 Mac or DOS 69.00/135.00* 
'Require* Microsoft Windows 3.0 
Hyundai 2400 
Baud Ext. Modem 
-WithMacorPC 
DB9cable 
$110.00 
You must present s valid 
university ID card to be 
eligible for these special 
pnees. 
Change" 
Your 
kins this ad into the Harrisonburg Jiffy 
Lube and for $19.99 we'll do a lot more 
than just change your car's oil. We'll 
change your life. 
♦^ We'll start by (?) changing your oil, 
II [ ^J giving you up to 5-quarts of top-grade 
motor oil and (5) a brand new oil filter. 
m^Vf Then we'll (f) lubricate your chassis, 
■ ^^" check and fill your (4) transmission, 
(40  OO ® differentialJ?) brake, 0 power 
^   I ^r+^rW      steering, and (tjwindow washer (plus tax) flujds^ 0 check and fj|| yQU[ batten 
check your @ air filter and @ wiper blades, and 
@ inflate your tires to the proper pressure. And we'll finish up 
by @ vacuuming your interior, and @ washing your car. It's 
our Jiffy Lube 14-Point Service, guaranteed (in writing) to give 
you a car you can drive with confidence. And when you have 
confidence in the car you're driving, your life is a whole lot 
better. 
Our 14-Point Service, regularly $24.99, is just $19.99 plus tax, 
with this ad, through November 2,1991. So stop by and see us 
today (no appointment necessary) to service your car - and 
change your life! JJL 
jiffy lube 
Harrisonburs JMy Lube - Corky Dotson, Manager 
1870 East Market Street across from the Valley Mall, 
Open Weekdays 8 am-6 pm 
(Thur. 8 am-8 pm), Sat. 8 am-5 pm 
433-8599 We Do It Right, Guaranteed. 
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Banking scandal's effects far-reaching 
by Alane Tempchin 
 staff writer  
Money laundering, 
bribery, weapon sales, 
influence peddling, fraud 
and drug smuggling all 
fall under the umbrella of 
allegations against the 
Bank of Commerce and 
Credit International. 
A corporation which has 
been dubbed by CIA Director Robert Gates as the 
"bank of crooks and criminals," has created the first 
truly international banking scandal, affecting banks 
and depositors in about 70 countries. 
BCCI is not just a bank, but a multinational 
corporation with a paramilitary wing, an intelligence 
network and enforcement units. 
BCCI has diplomatic relations, has established 
trade with other nations, deals in oil and has a 
shipping conglomerate. It has also been responsible 
for international weapons deals — selling to such 
places as Iraq, Iran, Libya, Peru and Pakistan. 
According to the Aug. 12 Newsweek, the BCCI 
saga began in 1972 in Luxembourg where Agha 
Hasan Abedi, a Pakistani businessman, created BCCI 
with the goal of establishing the first multinational 
bank for the Third World. 
Abedi targeted the United States banking market 
as a necessary component of his plan, but he needed 
to find a way in. Bert Lance, a close friend of Jimmy 
Carter, provided this foothold for BCCI, Newsweek 
reported later in August. 
Lance accepted a loan from BCCI with no set 
interest rate, due date or collateral, and in exchange, 
he sold his shares of the National Bank of Georgia in 
1977 to Ghailh Pharaon, a Saudi front-man for 
BCCI, Newsweek reported Aug. 21. Lance also was 
responsible for introducing Clark Clifford and his 
law partner Robert Allman to the organization. 
Clifford and Allman acted as counsel for Lance and 
Abedi in their attempt to acquire the Washington 
D.C. holding company Financial General 
Banksharcs, but were unsuccessful.   In 1980, 
Clifford acquired Financial General Banksharcs for 
14 Middle Eastern investors, Newsweek reported 
later that month. 
After the takeover, the company changed its name 
to First American Banksharcs and appointed Clifford 
as chairman of the company and Altman as the 
president. Despite Clifford's assurances to New 
York investors that the bank would not be under the 
control of the Arabs, the Federal Reserve claims 
BCCI managed First American Bank of New York 
and Fust American Bankshares. 
First American Bank is JMU's campus bank. 
Clifford and Altman resigned from First American 
and in Senate hearings, proclaimed their innocence. 
Finance instructor Charles Ruschcr said, "I find it 
incredulous that both were duped. Clifford's too 
smart to be taken in. If it's discovered Bob Altman 
knew and shielded Clifford, I could believe that." 
Junior Alison Swcnton, president of the 
International Business Club, questioned their 
DEREK CARBONNEAU/THE BREEZE 
innocence. "It's so easy to lie and to put on a 
facade," she said. "People want to believe they arc 
innocent. I don't believe them — bottom line." 
According to Fred Hilton, JMU's director of 
communications, JMU has confidence in local First 
American branches, including the one on campus. 
"The offices on campus and in town have a long 
history of responsibility and stability," Hilton 
said.The problem on the national level has had no 
effect here." 
In the U.S., Price Waterhouse's audit has led to 
the seizure of BCCI. According to the Aug. 12 issue 
of Time, the illegal acquisition of First American 
Banksharcs, the National Bank of Georgia, and 
CcnTrust Savings caused the Federal Reserve Board 
to impose a S200 million fine on BCCI. In New 
York, District Attorney Robert Morgcnthau's 
investigation has led to the indictment of BCCI's 
founder Abedi and its chief operating officer Swalch 
BCCI page 9 
Center for Retailing alerts students to career choices 
by Jamie Baskerville 
 staffwriter  
Few people would argue that 
Harrisonburg, a middle class city of 
30,000, is one of the "retail centers" of 
the world. But when Sam Walton, 
founder of the enormously successful 
Wal-Mart chain, wanted to sponsor a 
teleconference on retailing, JMU 
students were on the top of his list. 
Likewise, when Woodward and 
Lothrop, a Washington, D.C.-based 
upscale department store was looking 
for ten students to fill its highly 
competitive   summer   internship 
program, four of the intern positions 
went to JMU students. 
A number of large retailers arc 
interested in JMU's nationally 
recognized retail industry program. 
The JMU Center for Retailing is one 
of only seven such centers in colleges 
throughout the country, according to 
Dr. Reginald Foucar-Szocki, director 
of the center, which is located in the 
College of Business. 
The center, founded two years ago 
by JMU professors Dr. Harold Teer 
and Dr. Alicia Thompson, currently 
involves about 100 students. 
According to Foucar-Szocki, the 
majority of students involved with the 
center are students enrolled in upper- 
level retailing classes, but the program 
is open to anyone interested. 
'The main focus of the center is to 
make people more aware of career 
opportunities in retailing," Foucar- 
Szocki said. 
"There arc tremendous 
opportunities in the retail industry," he 
said. "The field continues to grow and 
flourish. The Center takes advantage 
of developing a strong partnership 
between retail professionals and 
JMU." 
Senior marketing major Kallie 
Scoficld agreed. "The Center gives 
you lots of contacts," she said. "This 
is essential, because in this business, 
contacts make it for you." 
The center coordinates internships 
for students, sponsors guest speakers 
and has an extensive library in which 
students can research different career 
opportunities in retailing. 
According lo Foucai-Szocki, the 
center receives no state funds. Instead, 
it is funded by five corporate partners, 
each of whom have pledged at least 
$25,000 to the center. The five 
RETAILING page 9 
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BCCI 
CONTINUED from page 7 
Naqvi Tor looting depositors of S5 
billion, but bringing the pair to trial 
may be possible if the United States is 
unable to extradite them. 
In 1988, the Justice Department 
indicted five CcnTrust executives for 
money laundering and fraud./'Last 
year this bank finally had to close 
down, despite BCCI's Ghailh 
Pharaon's attempts to keep its doors 
open by pouring money into 
CenTrusL 
This failure cost the taxpayers $1.7 
Retailing  
CONTINUED frontpage 7 
sponsors thus far are Woodward and Lothrop, 
Hecht's, Thalhimers, Wal-Mart and J.C. Penney. 
The Wal-Mart teleconference, according to 
Foucar-Szocki, is a prime example of the partnership 
and support given to JMU by the sponsors. 
The teleconference, held the first week of October 
at Wal-Mart headquarters in Bentonville, Ark., was 
the brainchild of Wal-Mart executives. 
JMU received an invitation for one student to 
attend the teleconference, with all expenses paid by 
Wal-Mart. Scofield was selected by the JMU Center 
for Retailing to go to Bentonville and represent JMU 
on the student panel. 
According to Scofield, the panel members 
presented questions to Wal-Mart's top executives, 
including CEO Walton. The teleconference lasted 
about two hours, and was "beamed" to nearly 40 
billion dollars, according to Time on 
Aug. 12. 
With such incidents of fraud, 
Swcnton said, "I think the scandal has 
caused less trust for the whole banking 
system. 
"I definitely think the whole 
international banking system and 
market has become more cautious," 
she said. 
But BCCI's did not just penetrate 
the United States. News maga/.incs 
found BCCI's influence extended 
around the world. 
• July 5, the Bank of England sci/ccl 
BCCI banks, accusing them of 
extending millions in fraudulent loans 
and hiding extensive losses, according 
to Newsweek on Aug. 12. 
• Hong Kong saw a run on its BCCI 
banks and demonstrations erupted in 
the streets when depositors learned 
their savings may be lost, reported 
Newsweek earlier in the month. 
• Attorney General Robert 
Morgcnthau charged that BCCI paid 
to ex-officials of the Peruvian Central 
bank, bribes of S3 million to deposit 
S250 million in the BCCI Panama 
Bank, according to the Aug. 12 issue 
of Newsweek. 
Ruschcr said, "The BCCI scandal 
has shaken the confidence in investing 
in banks to some degree and maybe 
that's not bad. Maybe people need to 
realize their money's not guaranteed, 
and it provides a reality check." 
In the end who will pay for BCCI 
corruption, fraud, theft, bribery and 
various other activities? 
"Like I tell my students, the U.S. 
spells us," Ruschcr said. 
schools across the nation. 
In addition to the teleconference, Scofield visited 
a distribution center and went to Walton's office, 
which she said was "very modest and simple — jusi 
a regular desk." Scofield said she was surprised at 
the relaxed attitude of Wal-mart executives, "it was 
a very different atmosphere ... they showed that you 
could still be successful, just being people, and not 
be so concerned with an image," she said. 
Woodward and Lothrop has also become very 
involved in the center. On Oct. 18, Woodies -nvitcd 
about 30 JMU retailing students to the Washington 
area for an exclusive tour of the company's 
headquarters. 
Sharon Brown, a student who attended the tour, 
said the students met with top executives of Woodies 
and visited two Woodies stores in the D.C. area, 
including the downtown flagship store. 
"The primary benefit was that wc were allowed to 
sec how a retail operation is run from behind the 
scenes," she said. "It is very different from what the 
customer sees." 
Thompson, who also attended the lour, said it was 
a good opportunity for students to learn about "the 
culture of the company." 
Foucar-Szocki believes the uniqueness of JMU's 
Center for Retailing is a main reason major retailers 
such as Woodies and Wal-Mart have demonstrated 
such an interest in JMU. 
Scofield agrees that such retailers have strong 
incentive to support and encourage students 
interested in retailing. Scofield said programs like 
the teleconference improve the public's image of 
retailing. "They encourage other schools to establish 
centers for retailing. This is important because retail 
often has a poor image." 
HARRISONBURG MINORS 
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Dart... 
Registration over fall break? An interesting 
way to solve telephone registration problems. 
Pat... 
To the long-awaited and much-appreciated 
opening of Lifeline. Because the line uses 
glassware, the only things getting dumped 
somewhere on Earth are paper napkins. One 
suggestion, though. Open the line up to the rest 
of D-Hall to avoid isolating those who choose to 
eat there from the rest of campus. Segregation 
does little for cross-cultural awareness. 
Dart... 
Excuse me, but last I checked, pedestrians 
had the right of way, Harrisonburg rush hour or 
not. Most of the time, actually crossing Main 
Street to get to Anthony-Seeger means finally 
getting so fed up with the rude, speeding drivers 
that seem to infest our roadways that we just 
jump in front of them, risking life and limb to 
combat their complete ignorance of Driver's Ed. 
101. After all, what's a lost leg when you're 
already late for your ethics exam? 
Sent in by a mass communication major with 
no patience and very close to no legs. 
But campus police are doing something to 
keep our legs attached—for more, seepage 3. 
Pat... 
A pat to the Steakhouse for resuming its 
recycling of tin cans, all aluminum and plastics. 
As old as the issue sounds, our planet isn't 
getting any younger. 
Dart... 
To piggy students who can't keep all their 
food on their plates and let stuff drip all over the 
counters and carpet and everywhere else. OINK. 
Sent in by one of many yucked-out Food 
Services employees who spent 10-minutes on 
hands and knees on the floor ofPepe's 
scrubbing sour cream out of the carpet. 
Pat... 
We like the Duke Dog. So there. 
.the 
JmesMrtcnUMt* 
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Burning doubt in Louisiana 
A former grand wizard of the Ku Klux Klan may 
be the next governor of Louisiana. 
He calls himself a Republican, though die party 
has officially and categorically denied him support 
He calls himself a Christian. ("I've talked about the 
preservation of Western Christian society all my 
life," he told reporters). And at one time, David Duke 
called himself a Nazi sympathizer. 
Duke represents a quiet majority in Louisiana He 
has burned his way through early politics, through 
the state legislature, and now through gubernatorial 
primaries fueled by a dangerous racist ideology, 
cloaked in conservatism. 
His victory in last Saturday's primary marks the 
revelation of a state's — and perhaps a nation's — 
insufferable attitudes and ideologies. 
Considering the profound changes spreading 
freedom's cry across the globe over the past three 
years, including the crumbling of the Berlin wall, the 
collapse of Communism in the Soviet Union, and the 
strides made against apartheid in South Africa, it is 
nothing short of astounding that the very society 
claiming moral and social superiority to such human 
degradation has let this man get so far. 
What good can possibly come from electing 
David Duke as governor of Louisiana? That in itself 
is a frightening image, let alone the consequences 
surely to be suffered by minorities in that community 
and perhaps those beyond its borders. 
The argument that he has changed his ways, has 
moved beyond the hatred of the Klan and become an 
upstanding, honest citizen, is suspicious at best. Any 
doubt concerning this man's moral character or 
motives behind seeking the governor's seat is reason 
not to elect him. Hopefully the white majority in 
Louisiana will come to its senses before it is too late. 
Energy bill misleads public 
Still dripping with sweat from the Clarence 
Thomas-Anita Hill controversy, senators are now 
debating a deceptive energy bill sponsored by the 
Democrat-Republican team of Sens. J. Bennett 
Johnston and Malcolm Wallop. 
Amid useful measures encouraging alternative car 
fuels and energy-efficient public buildings, the bill 
allows for oil and gas exploration in the pristine 
coastal plain of Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge. The obvious question is why an energy 
conservation bill includes a clause permitting the 
spread of oil drilling and the destruction of a wildlife 
refuge. 
Johnston argued that the oil drilling proposal, 
known as ANWR, provides a valuable balance 
between conservation measures and production 
incentives — a balance that Johnston said gives the 
bill a greater chance of avoiding a presidential veto. 
This is ludicrous. Why should a balance be made 
between the environment and the unnecessary and 
destructive drilling of oil? 
Supporters also claim that the oil expansion will 
loosen U.S. dependence on foreign fuel. Opening up 
a wildlife refuge to oil exploration will not satisfy 
this country's hunger for Arab fuel. U.S. dependence 
on the Middle East can only be conquered by sincere 
dedication to alternative energy sources and the 
reorganization of our current domestic resources. 
The Johnston-Wallop bill is clearly another 
legislative effort to get a free ride from a worthy 
cause. Johnston, Wallop and their supporters are 
feigning energy conservation when their true wish is 
to suck profit out of the Alaskan landscape. 
The ANWR proposal should be cut from the 
otherwise acceptable makeup of the energy bill. It's 
time legislators stop deceiving their salary payers. 
.-. *  ■ .    *. - -/■/"»"'. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Authors of 'tree-hugging' dart 
write to clarify themselves 
To the editor: 
First we would like to thank the Breeze for finally 
spelling our name* correctly. Secondly, it appears that the 
S. S. Comprehension has sailed oft, and many chose not to 
get on board. By sending our dart we did not attempt to 
discredit, discourage, or in any way deter any person from 
taking part in the environmental movement We have no 
qualms with the cause. Our complaint is with those who 
become overzealous and critical of people who do not 
share their degree of concern. There is no legitimate 
excuse for calling people who do not use R-mugs 
Neanderthals, and it was a dart sent to the Breeze some 
weeks ago that prompted us to use language that may have 
been construed as derogatory. 
We would also like to point out that anyone who 
would label us as indifferent is defining the term as not 
taking an active role in the pursuit of a cause. If this 
definition is to be followed, then we propose that everyone 
is indifferent to some equally important causes. It is 
impossible for anyone to actively participate in every 
objective that will better human existence. Being 
indifferent to a particular cause does not make a person 
totally indifferent. 
Mark L John J. Jonathan 
McKsnmy Downsy DsLoafch* 
senior aanlar aotdor 
political science     marketing   rxtfrJcsl science 
Students want to oust JMU's 
'inappropriate' bulldog mascot 
To the editor: 
The Duke Dog has been our mascot for more years 
than I'd can to know, but have any of us stopped to think 
•bout how this dog reflects JMU? We feel that this purple 
bulldog is a totally inappropriate symbol for JMU. On one 
hand, bulldogs have maimed and injured many children 
around die country, in this respect, it is an almost scary 
mascot for the littler people of the community. Secondly, 
dogs are very subservient, not a proper role model for a 
university that is supposed to be producing leaden. We. 
and many others, would like to see the Duke Dog replaced 
by a more appropriate mascot by die end of the semester, 
and we will be petitioning the student body to do just that 
Chris Nelson 
cofitntuntcition 
Student feels replacing Duke 
Dog mascot is our only choice 
To the editor: 
Recently, the idea of changing our mascot, the Duke 
Dog, was proposed to me. I was caught off guard, for the 
Duke Dog was something I never really thought about 
But, as we discussed it, it became clear to me mat it should 
be replaced. Not to jump on the PC bandwagon, but a few 
important facts were brought up, some of which I will 
share with you now. Some feel that, from an animal rights 
point of view, it is degrading to celebrate a dog that yearns 
to be free, but can't because it is bound up and restrained 
with a leather spiked collar. On the other side of the coin, it 
seems sexist to honor an aggressive, masculine dog 
wearing a crown-a symbol of historical patriarchal 
oppression. These and other f acts have led me to determine 
that there is only one choice for JMU: We must join 
together and replace our school mascot! 
Kembrew McLeod 
Student 'appalled' by 'overly 
adorned9 business building 
Putting nukes to g< •   •   I use 
President Bush recently announced that the 
United States will destroy most of its smaller 
nuclear devices. I'm in favor of 
this policy, but I would like to 
suggest an alternative to 
dismantling these weapons. 
With the demise of the Soviet 
Union, Americans can devote 
their time to identifying the 
annoying, unnecessary, or just plain silly elements 
among us. Let's face it: with the nuclear age, we've 
accumulated many institutions we don't need. Since 
it is the "springtime of democracy," we should 
clean house, and these bombs could be the tools. 
There are some very good reasons for this plan. 
The most compelling is that it's a lot of fun. For 
example, there have been times that you've been 
really mad at the Virginia State Legislature (motto: 
"We Spend — You Pay"). What better way to get 
back at them than to turn them into radioactive ash 
circling over Richmond? 
Some of you probably think this proposal is from 
a right-wing warmongering militarist, and you're 
right But should that stop you from agreeing with 
it? These are smallish bombs, which can selectively 
destroy the objective without innocent suffering, so 
there shouldn't be any moral objections. 
To start die ball rolling, I have a few targets to 
submit for annihilation: 
France. It's full of French people. Furtherrnore, 
three old French women once slammed me up 
against a wall for no reason other than I was in their 
way. We can save the Louvre and Notre Dame, but 
that's it. I consider any country that doesn't 
consider bathing a virtue to be a possible crater. 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
-Eric M. Johnson 
walked through the main lobby, I gazed at the padded 
chairs and sofas, the marbled walls, and the carpeted 
hallways. Frankly. I was appalled. 
My strongest thought was to wonder why so much 
money bad been wasted on this overly adorned building. If 
the purpose of such elegance is to attract more business 
majors to JMU, instead of attracting them with the quality 
of our professors and courses, I regard this action as an 
undeserved slight against both those professors and their 
classes. 
If the purpose is to set a new standard for buildings on 
campus, why was Burruss, the science building, not 
similarly redone? 
If the reason is to give business majors a more pleasant 
time at college so that they send back large amounts of 
money in fond remembrance, I would call that 
discrimination against those who might not have such 
high-paying jobs after they graduate. 
In other words, I can see no reason for the business 
building to be as lavish as it is. I won't go into what the 
money could have been spent on, since that's been done 
before, but I wonder how much could have been saved? 
Brian Robinson 
Junior 
physics 
Reader agrees with recent 
columnist's opinion of Gates 
ToSu 
Having not had a chance to visit our new business 
building yet this semester. I was surprised this past 
weekend when I took my first self-guided tour. As I 
Tofce 
I'm writing in response to Eric Johnson's column 
supporting Robert Gates' nomination lo the CIA. Robert 
Gates is a career intelligence officer and one of the most 
qualified and trustworthy nominations in the agency's 
history. For the Democratic left to accuse a man like Gates 
of politicizing intelligence estimates is absurd when 
considering this man's brilliant career. Gates quickly rose 
in the CIA's Intelligence Directorate as the leading Soviet 
analyst. His service has proven to be instrumental in 
forming the policies of both liberal and conservative 
administrations. 
Laissez les bon temps finir! 
The Kremlin. The one in Moscow, not t':e one 
in Berkeley. Let's kick 'em 
while they're down. 
Donald Trump. For 
giving rich, greedy capitalists a 
bad name. 
Karl Marx. Ditto. 
Greenpeace. I'll give 
France credit for one thing: they had the right idea 
when they sank the "Rainbow Warrior." If 
Greenpeace would stick to defending coral reefs 
and seals, I wouldn't have a problem with them. 
Heck, I'd be a member. But when they interfere 
with legitimate human activities (i.e. fishing, oil 
drilling), to hell with them. Literally. 
The ACLU.'Nuff said. 
The Kennedy Family. Except Schwartzenegger. 
Besides, if you've ever seen "Predator," you know 
that nukes don't affect him anyway. 
The "Doug Wilder for President" Campaign 
Office. We'll save him the trouble of dismantling it 
after he loses. 
France. We can't be too careful. 
To be fair, I'll open this list up to those of other 
political persuasions. There are a few things that are 
off limits to atomic devastation. Specifically they 
are 1) me; 2) President Bush (without whom this 
scheme would be impossible); and 3) Jesse Helms (I 
have a soft spot in my heart for the tobacco lobby). 
If there are enough responses I'll write another 
column. Drop a note for me in box 3426, or attach it 
to a brick and heave it through my window. 
Eric Johnson is a freshman political science major. 
Mr. Johnson is brave to speak for both Gates and die 
CIA in a time when the liberal media is substituting 
fantastic conspiracy theories for unbiased coverage about 
both the man and the agency. Gates has suffered from guilt 
by association at the hands of Congress because of his 
relationship with former CIA director. William Casey. The 
fact is, Casey was never implicated in any of the 
Iran/Contra investigations. Congress, however, finds it 
easier to blame a dead man who can't defend himself. This 
is unfair to Casey, and it's certainly unfair to Robert Gates. 
Finally. I'd like to emphasize a point in Mr. Johnson's 
column. As he said, the CIA is truly a "thankless job" 
where failure is celebrated by the media and success is 
known to only a few. I challenge critics and conspiracy 
theorists to learn about the CIA's history, and operations 
from some of the few unbiased sources available before 
passing judgement on both Gates and the CIA's role in 
foreign policy. I commend Eric Johnson for revealing the 
truth about Gates and the organization that will 
successfully lead our foreign policy into the 21st century. 
Brian Crim 
sophomore 
history/political science 
The coordinator of 'President 
for a Day' thanks all involved 
To the editor: 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone 
who supported and contributed to the Sigma Pi Annual 
President for the Day fund-raiser. This year we raised 
$1076. all of which benefits die Patsy Graham Memorial 
Scholarship Fund. The winner this year was sophomore 
JoJo Rogers. I would like to personally thank everyone 
who helped us, •specially Dr. Carrier and his office for all 
of their cooperation, and Sigma Sigma Sigma for their 
generous contribution to this worthy cause. 
Michael W. Pfautz 
Junior 
IseytJsotocy 
PrssMsnt for the Bey cow data tor 
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Skydi 
Article toy Dave Schleck 
Diagram of a st< 
The juniper lets 
of the plane. Th 
The static line pulls 
the chute, contained 
in a small bag, from 
the back pack. 
The bag surrounding the chute is i 
free, and the chute begins to open 
Reflections: 'Stepping out' at 3,500 feet 
Frigid currents of air violently ripped 
through the cabin of the small plane, 
flowing underneath my JMU 
sweatshirt, causing my bones to shake 
beneath my already-tingling skin. 
Tugging on my static line for the fifth 
lime, I made extra sure its dented metal 
buckle was securely fastened to the floor of 
the plane. After all, the static line was the 
brave device responsible for pulling open 
my chute at 3,500 feel. 
I was so cold and terrified, my right 
shoulder was uncontrollably shaking. My 
fingers were numb and trembling. The 
turbulence was deafening. 
"Feet out!" yelled my jumpmaslcr, 
looking calmly into my eyes as if stepping 
out of an airborne plane was no big deal. 
Looking down al the checkerboard of 
farms thousands of feel below, I physically 
pushed my legs out of the door. A huge 
force of wind attempted lo suck me oul of 
the cabin. 
"Step oul!" requested my stubble-faced 
master, even more politely than before. 
Grasping a bar that supported the wing of 
the plane, I slowly climbed completely oul 
and hung there, from the wing, the wind 
pushing against my body and nothing but 
empty space below. 
Dangling from the wing like a crazy stunt man, I looked 
back toward the cockpit and waited for the final command. 
"Go!" 
My hands let go, and gravity look control. 
Arching my body to prevent it from doing aerial flips, I 
began nervously counting the seconds until my chute 
would open, "Arch thousand! Two thousand! Three 
thousand..." 
The white chute burst open, and I began to float on air. 
Immediately I noticed how quiet the world was. The 
COURTESY OF SKYDIVE ORANGE 
Senior Dave Schleck hangs precariously on the wing of a Cessna 180. 
only sound was of a pleasant breeze tickling the back of 
my neck. 
Remarkably, I had no sensation of falling. Rather, I 
floated through the air, feeling the sun's warm rays. 
My eyes enjoyed a complete display of beauty. Patchy 
clouds broke up the blue sky above. The majestic Blue 
Ridge Mountain range spread into the foggy distance, and 
the rolling hills of Orange County formed a quilted 
landscape below. 
Pulling down on the steering pulleys, I made a few 360- 
degrce turns. Slowly spiraling downward, 
I fell a sense of nobility, like the valley 
below was my kingdom to oversee. 1 
proudly examined the beauty of my world 
— the fog seeping in from the darkening 
horizon and the tantalizing curvature of 
the hills. 
I was warm, comfortable, and thousands 
of feet above land — a heavenly paradox. 
On the landing field, an experienced 
jumper maneuvered a neon arrow which 
told me which way to steer my parachute. 
I zig-zagged through the air, enjoying the 
aerial perspective. At about 300 feet, 1 
noticed a tiny plane taking off from the 
runway below me. 
At about 150 feel, my forward and 
downward speed became more apparent. 
Amazingly, I stayed calm as I cruised 
downward toward a row of tall bushes. 
The ground began to move more rapidly 
below me. 
At about 10 feet, I pulled down on both 
of the steering toggles and took advantage 
of one of the more useful devices on a 
parachute — air brakes. 
I was barely moving by the time my feet 
hit the soft tall grass. I fell lighdy to the 
ground with no pain, just a little bit of hay 
in my mouth. 
And best of all, I missed the bushes. 
Walking through the com field back to the air strip, I 
felt a sense of accomplishment After all, it does take some 
guts to jump out of an airplane. 
But my feet were magnetized to the ground. Missing the 
high visibility, I felt like I was three inches tall. I couldn't 
see what was behind the next hill. Coming down to earth, I 
realized I was no longer a king. I reluctantly recognized 
my mortality. 
Or maybe I just regained my sanity. 
:
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tatic line jump 
lets go off the strut (the bar supporting the wing) 
!. The static line is attached to the jumper chute. 
Article by Derek Carbonneau 
Air fins the chute 
and it opens to its 
full extension. 
DEREK CARBONNEAU/THE BREEZE 
KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE 
Rob Gerard (right), a construction worker 
and veteran jumper, teachet SchJeck how 
to fold his parachute in the training class 
offered by Skydrve Orange. 
Iff you are interested in 
contact Ti 
»i skydiving, you may 
ormey Boan of Skydrve Orange at 
(703) 942-8988 
Brian Hiett off the JMU Skydiving dub at 
434-5045 
Skydive Orange provides 
an adventurous 'joy ride' 
A group of 16 people stand outside a hanger 
looking up into the sky. One is a 
construction worker, one is a computer 
programmer and electrical engineer, another a 
lobbyist — these are the regulars. But most arc 
college students. The students arc all nervous first- 
timers, watching sweaty palmed and dry mouthed as 
the little Cessna 180 slowly climbs to the critical 
altitude of 3,500 ft. Each lime the plane turns, the 
tension mounts. 
Someone says, "There he goes," in disbelief, as a 
small form drops from the Cessna. The daredevil 
falls for what seems like forever before his parachute 
opens and envelopes^™"^^^^^^^""""""""""""^"™""^^^^ away from the plane, 
him with a canopy of.     Let S TaCe it, there  IS Something The next step is to 
-w^'vTthat one strange about throwing yourself 
all 
The first command is given to jumper number 
one, "Step out" The jumper then places his feet on 
the step outside the door. The next command is "Get 
out." This tells the jumper to climb out on the step 
and edge their way onto the strut of the wing until 
their body is flapping in the wind. Then the third 
command is given, "Go." The next drop is a doo/.y. 
"We don't make anyone jump if they don't want 
to," said Boan, "I've had a few people gel oul there 
and hang on the strut. They just wouldn't let go." 
First-timers perform a static line jump. A static 
line is a cord hooked to the airplane and chute so the 
canopy automatically opens when the jumper falls 
Tonney Boan 
Instructor — Skydive Orange 
Tuys" saw xT^ out of a perfectly good airplane." 
Boan, an instructor at 
Skydive Orange Inc. 
who   has   jumped 
nearly 2,000 times. The joke is welcomed by sighs of 
relief and generous laughter. 
This is not an uncommon sight at the liny airport 
in Orange Va., home of Skydive Orange Inc. 
Skydive Orange is a non-profit jump club which 
teaches interested thrill-seekers the right way to hurl 
themselves oul of an airplane. 
Jump students spend the morning bciiig schooled 
in every possible problem they could encounter 
during the jump. These events range from twisted 
lines to total chute failure. 
And while the instructors arc a friendly and easy- 
going group, they insist on the seriousness and 
importance of the lessons. 
"Skydiving is inherently dangerous — you could 
be seriously injured or even die today," Boan said. 
"Let's face it; there is something strange about 
throwing yourself oul of a perfectly good airplane." 
After a lunch break, ihe first-timers completed 
written tests reviewing the material they learned that 
morning. 
"If I feel that someone should not jump, then they 
will not jump. I will take them aside and give them 
their money back," Boan said. 
After the test is reviewed, it is time for the first 
group of three students, a jump master — an 
experienced jumper trained to help others make their 
jump — and the pilot to cram into the tiny Cessna 
and begin their ascent to 3500 ft 
"As the plane climbs it is almost like being in a 
car, things are quiet But when the door opens, the 
environment changes considerably," said junior 
Brian Hiett, president of JMU's new skydiving club. 
Hiett's in training to be a jump master. 
As the plane nears the correct altitude, the jump 
master opens the door. "It gets loud and windy, and 
you can see out," Hiett said. 
arch one's back and 
count, "Arch thousand, 
2000, 3000, 4000, 
check thousand," and 
then check the chute. 
"I tried to count 
but all that came out 
was, 'Arch mlan mla mmm la'," said Michael 
Polisky, a senior at East Carolina University. 
"Just after letting go there is a total loss of 
control," said Randy Shartrand, a Canadian citizen 
working at the embassy in D.C. Shartrand said it's an 
unsettling feeling, "knowing that the only thing 
keeping you from hilling the ground is if ihc chuic 
opens." Bui once his chute opened, things got a lol 
bclicr. "It was super up there, like being one wiih ihe 
sky." 
"Al first I didn'i feel like I was falling. I thought 
ihcy were going to have to come and get mc," said 
Karen Moran, a Radford student who had never even 
been up in a plane before. 
After the chute opens, the jumper grabs his or her 
steering toggles and begins doing turns and flares. A 
jumper pulls both steering toggles all the way down 
to perform a flare, slowing the forward speed of the 
chute. They have about four-and-a-half minutes of 
ride lime. The jumpers arc guided in to land by an 
on-ground instructor with an orange arrow. Just 
before they hit the ground, the instructor blows a 
whistle and the jumper flares the chute to slow it 
down and land with an impact comparable to 
jumping off a chair. Experienced jumpers land like 
they were stepping oul of a car. 
After their first jump, many students arc eager to 
complete the training necessary to free fall. Free fall 
is where a jumper will fall from the plane and release 
his own chute without using a static line. 
"I absolutely want to go agaia I can't wait to free 
fall, that will be 'The Heat,' " Polisky said. 
While everyone agreed they would love to go 
again, UVa student J.P. Ellison was still very happy 
to be on the ground. 
"My favorite part? My favorite part was when the 
chute opened," he said. 
~
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT: 
• Dukes Plaza 
2255 South Main St 
Harrisonburg, \A 
Open 24 Hours 
• Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
85 Carlton St. 
Harrisonburg, \\ 
Open 8 am - 10 pm 
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm 
Missing These 1/2 Price 
Savings Would Be a 
Grave Mistake! 
. - -• • -•■■.•.. 
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Smithereens to play tonight — for real 
by Meredith Walters 
 staffwriter  
The band has made another date — 
and this time The Smithereens promise 
not to stand JMU up. 
The group had to cancel last 
October's homecoming appearance 
because lead singer Pat DiNizio 
ruptured his appendix. 
"We were playing a concert in 
Savannah, Georgia," said drummer 
Dennis Diken. "At the end of the night 
Pat was getting really sick. Boy, it was 
really scary." 
Tonight, The Smithereens will take 
to the stage at the Convocation Center 
supporting their latest release, "Blow 
Up." Opening for the group will be 
Richard Heyman and local band 
Johnnies Heritage. 
The Smithereens originated from a 
series of chance friendships over 20 
years ago. Guitarist Jim Babjeck and 
bassist Mike Mesaros grew up in the 
same neighborhood. Mesaros met 
Diken when the pair were in the same 
third grade class. Then Babjeck met the 
drummer-to-be in 1971. 
"I met Jimmy in Earth Science class 
when I saw pictures of "The Who' in 
his notebook," Diken said. "We 
immediately became fast friends." 
But Diken was playing drums long 
before this encounter. 
"My first drum set was coffee cans, 
Tinker Toys and Lincoln Logs," he 
said. "Then in 1961 I got a tom-tom 
for Christmas." Diken began teaching 
himself how to play when he was 
eleven. 
The trio began playing together 
during high school but, "It didn't seem 
like a reality before Pat [DiNizio] 
joined," Babjeck said. "Before him 
nobody really cut the mustard." 
Lead vocalist DiNizio met up with 
the band by answering their classified 
ad in a local newspaper DiNizio is 
beer in Caieret, New Jersey — about 
35 miles south of New York City. 
The band's first major release, 
"Especially For You" was recorded in 
just 10 days, but contained the band's 
first radio hits, "Blood And Roses" and 
"Behind The Wall Of Sleep." 
Two years later, "Green Thoughts" 
COURTESY OF CAPITOL RECORDS 
The Smithereens officially began 11 years ago when budding 
songwriter Pat DiNizio (far left) answered a classified ad placed 
in a local northern New Jersey music paper by the other three 
Smithereens-to-be. The group will play at the Convo tonight. 
now the primary songwriter of the 
group. 
"Pat usually comes up with a demo, 
then we all rehearse together," Diken 
said. 
Eleven years, four albums and two 
recording labels later, the band has 
come a long way since playing for free 
— recorded in 16 days — contained the 
track "House We Used to Live In." The 
band's following project, "Smithereens 
11," produced the group's first top-40 
single, "A Girl Like You." 
With three popular albums under the 
band's collective belt, it would seem 
the fellas put immense pressure on 
themselves to live up to their past 
successes. Noi so, said Diken. "We do 
what we always do — our best." 
DiNizio insists The Smithereens try 
to "be the type of band mat we would 
want to pay money to see and whose 
records we would buy." About one 
million listeners have the same taste, 
as the band's last album, "Smithereens 
11" went gold. "Blow Up," which the 
band describes as "eclectic" is currently 
played on WXJM. 
Band members have always been 
touring zealots, staying on the road 
nearly 300 days a year for the past ten 
years. During the group's first tour 
they lived out of the back of a van for 
15 consecutive months. 
The Smithereens like playing small 
clubs and larger venues alike. In fact 
ihcy recently played a New York City 
club called Kenny's Castaways, then 
turned around and played at a large 
arena at the University of Florida. 
"It was nice to hear our 
instruments," Diken said of the club 
show. 
Said bassist Mesaros, "We don't use 
tapes, we don't stoop to any of that 
nonsense. We don't try to duplicate our 
records live — we remain true to what 
we arc, which is a guitar rock 'n roll 
band." 
And Diken believes the group is as 
fresh now as when they first became 
stage musicians. 
"We have as much energy and fun 
on stage now as we did in the 
beginning," he said. "That's what 
keeps us going," Diken said. 
Cult merges English, Indian beats on 'Ceremony' 
by Grant Jerding 
staffwriter 
The inside of the latest Cult album pictures a 
silhouette of an Indian gazing at a cross, 
accompanied by the words, "Earth, Soul and Rock 
'n Roll." 
E    V    I    E 
These three themes pervade all of the cuts off 
this powerful, adventurous album fittingly tided 
"Ceremony." With this performance, The Cult 
should put aside all the fears that they are sliding 
into die mainstream that arose following "Sonic 
Temple." 
The cast assembled for this album — with the 
exception of Ian Astbury, Billy Duffy, and Mickey 
Curry — is entirely new. The addition of the new 
musicians and producer allows the band the 
freedom to experiment with sounds and rhythms 
and take their music into uncharted waters. 
The piano, tambourine and backup vocals are 
welcome additions to Astbury's heavy, pounding 
vocals and Duffy's screaming guitar. In fact, his 
forceful guitar is replaced with a calmer version in 
the ballad "Indian" which features a cello. The 
emotion of this song is comparable to that of 
"She Sells Sanctuary," arguably The Cult's bcsl 
song. "Indian's" sole flaw is that it opts for a 
sustainable emotional outpouring over continual 
emotional bursts. 
"Ceremony" is unlike anything The Cult has 
ever produced, but avid fans should have seen this 
rising spiritualism coming. Albums "American 
Horse," "Brother Wolf, Sister Moon," and "Rain" 
all foreshadowed this album, The Cull's fourth. 
But "Ceremony" rises above the other three 
because its predecessors are unable to sustain a 
constant theme without sacrificing quality. 
"Wild Hearted Son", the first release, can't 
compete with other Cult classics and is not 
representational of the power of the rest of the 
album. Listeners who buy this album because 
they equate "Wild Hearted Son" with the force of 
"Sonic Temple", may be disappointed by the more 
philosophical/spiritual side of The Cult. 
"Ceremony" is the true Cult. 
.  • 
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Sometimes You Have Got to Read Between the lines 
4320800 
eddie from ohio 
«an acoustic quartet* 
Eddie "from Ohio" Hartness - 
percussion & vocals 
Robbie Schaefer -- vocals & guitar 
Mike Clem -- guitar & vocals 
Julie Murphy -- vocals & 
percussion 
Eddie meets Robbie 
meets Mike meets^ 
Julie... 
Mike Clem 
bass & vocals 
Chris Cohick -guitar 
& vocals 
Kirk Reid - drums & vocals 
Josh Rhoads -- trombone A percussion 
Mike Provenzano -- keyboards & vocals 
Steely Dan meets 
Frank Zappa meets KISS meets 
Johnny Cask meets Kirk Reid. 
Now Make Bigger Prints 
Yourself In Minutes... 
At our new Kodak 
Create-A-Print 35mm 
enlargement center 
You do it all yourself with a few simple 
controls You crop. You zoom. You 
frame You trim it to any of three standard 
frame sizes—5" x 7", 8" x 10", 11" x 14*. 
It only takes a few minutes and you get 
the enlargement you want because you 
see what you're getting before you push 
the button. It's a simple way to have 
enlargements with all the processing 
quality of Kodak products Bring in your 
favorite 35mm negatives, and we'll 
show you how to make bigger prints 
yourself at our Kodak Create-A-Print 
enlargement center 
PHOTOySUPPLY 
889 E Market St. 
434-4445 
Kodak and Cr*at«-A-Pnn» art trademarks      CEastman Kodak Company. 1968     PF10-91A 
LSAT 
GMAT 
MCAT 
ISTANLEY H. KAPIAN 
& Take Kaplan OrTake Your Cham«s 
Enroll Now 
for Fall 
Classes 
1-800-388-EXAM 
111.    lest  Is Wlhir 
Get snaked at Hank's 
Wild Boar, Alligator, Buffalo, 
Rattlesnake, Venison, Rabbit 
We're offering you some wild game meats in addition to 
our regular menu. No endangered species here; all of them 
government inspected. And they're available only for a 
limited time 
Game meats are leaner and more strongly flavored than 
farm-raised meats. They have to be slow-cooked to tenderize 
and so their full flavor will develop. How do they taste? Not 
sure we can answer that. How does beef taste? Or pork? 
Hard to say exactly. You have to try it to know. 
Wild Boar- a full flavor best set off with fruit, and that's how 
we serve it, with good Shenandoah Valley apples and rich 
gravy. 
Alligator- has a surprisingly mild flavor for such a mean 
cuss. Slow-smoked chunks of meat in a Florida orange 
flavored sauce. 
Buffalo-the reddest red meat, like beef, only more. Served 
with a red whiskey sauce. The original prairie barbecue. 
Rattlesnake- lots of bones but tasty. Simmered in a broth, 
slow-smoked and served with a Southwestern-style cactus 
fruit sauce. 
Venison- marinated, basted while smoking, then served with 
a classic hunter's sauce with black currants and jumper 
berries. 
Rabbit-the smoothest tasting wild meat. Smoked and basted 
with a lightly spicy glaze. 
Well even give you a certificate with your name, the date 
and what you ordered - good for framing - to prove you had 
unusual wild game meat 
Are you game for an adventure? Your choice of any wild 
game platter -$12.95, But, when they're gone, it's over. 
Don't miss your chance. 
Hank's Hunting Season Wild Game Festival 
Only at Hank's Barbeque at the Cloverleaf Shopping 
Center, Tuesday through Sunday from 5 pro until closing. 
From now until we run out. Git it while the gitrin's good. 
See You at Hank's 
Come Hut 
wmmmr 
iBu 
The New Hank's Barbeque 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
433-34SH, 
—_ 
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by Dan Goldstein 
staff writer 
Men's soccer coach Tom Martin said there were 
many question marks heading into the season, but 
following yesterday's 5-0 pummeling of West 
Virginia University, the players seem to have come 
up with all the right answers. 
"I've gotten answers from a lot of different people, 
which is real good," Martin said. "It is nice to see 
some of the kids that have been here for a couple of 
years and kids that are new all start contributing. 
Their hard work is finally paying off." 
The Dukes continued to be diversified in attack, as 
five different players scored goals en route to their 
eighth straight win, bringing the team's season record 
to 13-2. Freshman Brent Bennett sparked the JMU 
onslaught 3:20 into the game when he capitalized on 
a Mountaineer mix-up in the goalbox. The early goal 
provided a sense of confidence for the Dukes. 
"We find that the earlier we score, the better we 
play," Bennett said. "Every time we've scored early, 
we've gone on to dominate. One thing that coach 
tells us is that we want to get a fast start in all our 
games.'' 
An early lead also allows the Dukes the security to 
rotate a lot of players and gain experience. But many 
Commuters capture 
men's softball crown 
by Drew van Essetstyn 
 staffwriter  
Late-inning drama and the "Tomahawk Chop" 
have recently become trademarks in Major League 
Baseball's playoffs — and both were in full force 
Monday night in the finals of the men's 
intramural softball tournament. 
Unfortunately for Chi Phi, the chops and 
chants of their fans could not stop the Commuters 
from sweeping the best-of-three tournament in a 
mild upset at Bridgeforth Stadium. 
On a cool, breezy night, led by an 
opportunistic offense and a bend-but-not-break 
defense, the Commuters won 11-10 and 9-7, with 
the latter game taking 11 innings to complete. 
Chi Phi struck first in the first game and 
quickly built their lead to 4-2. 
The bottom of the fourth brought an initial 
swing of emotion as the Commuters erupted for 
five runs on the strength of back-to-back home 
runs by Joe Kornik and Dan Spensieri to give the 
them a 5-4 lead. 
Chi Phi regained control on the game in the 
top of the sixth with a four-run outburst led by a 
Pim Jaeger two-run double. 
In the bottom of the sixth however, the 
Commuters rallied to take an 11-10 lead. In the 
top of the seventh, the stage was set for one of the 
most dramatic moments  in JMU intramural 
SOFTBALL page 20 
of the substitutes had more to offer than just their 
presence on the field as JMU received three goals off 
the bench from Jeff Todd, Geoffrey Madueke and 
Chris Maltese. 
"Whenever anyone has been asked to step in and do 
a job, they've been productive," Martin said. "Depth 
has been our biggest strength." 
Despite a building a 2-0 lead, the Dukes played 
below their capabilities in the first half and were a 
little slow to recognize their passes. West Virginia, 
who fell to 7-6, gave the Dukes lots of room to move 
the ball in midfield and could not technically match 
up man for man. 
'We expected a little more from [WVU] after what 
we'd heard about them," said defender Scou Davis. "It 
really got them down after we got that early goal, but 
we've had a tough time with them in the past." 
Saturday, the Dukes will play a crucial CAA match 
against William & Mary. With just three games 
remaining, the two teams, along with Old Dominion 
University, are battling it out for the top seed in the 
CAA tournament. 
"William & Mary is a quick team, good 
technically, and very well organized," Martin said 
about the upcoming match. "They can turn it on in a 
hurry, so we've got to get back to playing the ball 
more quickly. The kids know what they have to do." 
VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
Scott Davis moves the ball forward in an 
offensively productive day for the Dukes. 
JMU slips to 17th in I-AA poll 
NCAA DIVISION I-AA 
FOOTBALL      . 
OP20^§ 
FORTHI  WEEK OI uriOBER 20th 
School Record 
Last 
Week 
1. Nevada 7-0-0 1 
2. Eastern Kentucky 5-1-0 2 
3. Holy Cross 6-00 3 
4. Northern Iowa 5-1-0 5 
5. Sam Houston State 5-0-1 6 
6. Marshall 4-2-0 8 
7. Alabama State 5-0-1 11 
8. Middle Tenn. State 4-2-0 7 
9. New Hampshire 5-1-0 12 
10. Boise State 5-1-0 13 
11. Delaware 6-1-0 14 
12. Appalachian State 6-2-0 16 
(tie) Villanova 5-1-0 4 
14. Western Illinois 5-1-1 tl7 
15. Furman 5-2-0 9 
16. NW Louisiana 4-2-0 
17. James Madison 5-2-0 10 
18. SW Missouri State 4-2-1 
19. Lehigh 6-0-0 t20 
20. Northeast Louisiana 4-2-1 15 
GRANT JERDING/THE BREEZE 
The Dukes' 24-21 loss to Georgia Southern 
Saturday dropped the team seven places to number 17 
in this week's I-AA football poll. JMU Coach Rip 
Scherer has said all season that rankings don't mean a 
thing to him and he maintained that stance when 
asked about his team's plunge. 
"We can't worry about those things," Schcrcr said 
after practice yesterday. "The only thing I know is 
this, we control our own destiny. If we win our way 
out, then everything will take care of itself." 
Appalachian State which JMU beat 31-8 at ASU 
earlier this season, has climbed all the way to number 
12. None of JMU's other opponents this year arc 
currently ranked. 
The Dukes are certain to get a bid to the 16-leam 1- 
AA tournament should they win their remaining four 
games. First on the list is Richmond, which will pay 
the Bridgeforth Stadium Homecoming crowd a visit 
Saturday. 
The 2-4 Spiders should be a welcomed opponent 
for the Dukes. JMU has won the last four meetings 
between the teams including the last two in shutouts. 
The Spiders did win last week with a 32-18 
decision over Boston University. Scherer said the win 
will help Richmond's confidence and JMU won't take 
them lightly. 
"They could be dangerous because they're a young 
team that hasn't tasted a lot of success," he said. 
For an in-depth look at the JMU-Richmond game 
including reaction from the JMU seniors about 
playing their last home game, look for The Breeze's 
special Homecoming issue tomorrow. 
— Greg Abel 
*r 
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From Trinidad to JMU, Sampson having a ball 
by Dan Goldstein 
stqffwriter 
JMU junior Ivan Sampson approaches life wilh a 
genuine enjoyment and passion that makes him 
successful in all his endeavors, whether on the soccer 
field where he is currently the Dukes' leading scorer, 
in class, or with his family. 
"I try to be a happy person and not let anything 
take me down," Samson said. "I realize some 
unhappy things have happened to me in life, but I try 
to put that behind me and continue living and just 
make the best of my opportunities." 
The native of Trinidad was introduced to the first 
love of his life, soccer, the day he was able to stand 
on two feet. In Trinidad, the status of soccer surpasses 
that of any other sport — it is a religious affair that 
saturates the culture. 
"Everybody in Trinidad plays soccer. Everybody. 
Whether you are good or not, you play," Sampson 
said. "At the games, the crowd is just incredible." 
It did not take long for those who watched 
Sampson at a young age to realize he was special. At 
nine, he joined his first club team in the under-12 
league and was chosen as the most outstanding player 
in the area. 
For Sampson, high school was a place to excel on 
the soccer field as well as to leam in the classroom. 
Although only 800 students attended his school, the 
soccer games would sometimes attract crowds of 
10,000 to 15,000, and Ivan's scoring prowess was 
showcased. 
"My high school team needed someone who could 
score, so everything kind of revolved around me," 
Sampson said. "I took the corner kicks, the free 
kicks, and the penalty kicks. I was the main man." 
Word spread quickly of Sampson's ability and he 
was named to the under-14 national leam. He has 
continued to play with the national program ever 
since, and last year he played on the men's B team 
when Trinidad was one game away from qualifying 
for the 1990 World Cup Finals. 
"A few years ago I could be all dressed up in my 
best clothes, but if I saw a soccer ball, I was going to 
play with it. I was obsessed," he said. "I have been 
playing for so long that I think I've burned out a 
little since, but I see some of that same enthusiasm 
in some of the guys on the team [at JMU]. Some of 
Field hockey wins vigorous 
2-1 contest with Radford 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
Trinidad-born Ivan Sampson is the Dukes' 
leading scorer with 6 goals this season. 
the guys still get so excited about playing, they are 
just like little kids." 
Coming out of high school, Sampson was 
recruited by Howard University, American University 
and the University of the District of Columbia. But 
Sampson said he selected JMU over the other schools 
because of its academic reputation. 
"We needed an attacking forward wilh some 
explosiveness and some creativity," said men's soccer 
coach Tom Martin. "I heard about Ivan from a good 
friend of mine, Mike Grayson, who coaches in 
Trinidad. I had never seen him play before, but I 
called him and I knew he was interested in going to 
school here." 
Aside from the typical anxieties of college 
freshmen, in his first year at JMU Sampson had to 
deal with adjusting to a new country and culture 
without the help of any familiar faces. 
"The first yeai I was definitely homesick,'' 
Sampson said. "It was funny because there are a lot of 
things upperclassmen expect you to do as a freshman, 
but I had never even heard of the word freshman until 
I got here." 
Even the one place where he had always felt at 
home, the soccer field, revealed itself to be different in 
the States. In Trinidad, Ivan spent a lifetime earning 
the respect of opponents who realized he might 
represent them in international play. At the collegiate 
level however, Sampson quickly learned that his 
defenders would compensate for his skill and 
quickness by physically knocking him off the ball. 
He also found himself in a system at JMU where 
he was not the center of attention, and for the first 
time in his life had to share playing lime. Sampson 
however soon established himself as a key player, 
scoring 12 goals in his first two seasons for JMU. 
"He is a dangerous forward, very quick and 
explosive," Martin said. "He makes things happen, 
but he doesn't necessarily make things happen in thai 
he always scores goals. What he docs is he is good al 
holding the ball in traffic and drawing people towards 
him. Whenever he gets the ball he attracts a crowd 
and all that means is that someone else is going to be 
open. When he doesn't attract a crowd, he can beat 
people one-on-one and goal-to-goal." 
Sampson is well on his way to his best season 
yet; he is 10th among JMU's all-time goalscorers 
with a career total of 18. As the Dukes continue to 
climb in the national rankings, Sampson has become 
the go-to player he was back home. 
"This year he is a noisier player in terms of being 
involved," Martin said. "He wants the responsibility, 
and when the game gets light we want him to have 
the ball." 
While he names such soccer legends as Zico, 
Maradonna and high school coach Jan Stedler as some 
of his favorites, Sampson looks for inspiration in life 
from a nobler source - his mother. 
"Someone I really look up to is my mom. My dad 
left when we were young and she had the job of 
bringing up my younger brother, my older brother 
and myself, which is a tough job for a single woman. 
Everything I do in soccer, academics or life, it is for 
her. I know how much she has invested, how hard she 
has worked to send me here, buy me these shoes I am 
wearing, or whatever. I have to make her happy." 
by Drew van Esselsty n 
 staffwritcr  
The JMU field hockey team played 
with vigor Tuesday night for a 2-1 
victory over a tough Radford team at 
Bridgeforth Stadium. 
In the final home game for the JMU 
seniors, Megan Hoke and Heather 
Owen had a goal apiece as the 13th- 
ranked Dukes showed they deserve to 
be recognized among the nation's elite. 
"We knew we were going to win on 
desire," said Owen. "No matter how 
hard you work on your skills, 
sometimes they break down, and the 
game was going to be won by the 
wm that wanted it more. I guess we 
just wanted it more tonight." 
From game's outset, the Dukes were 
aggressive on offense and stingy on 
defense. Owen streaked down the field 
12 minutes into the game, broke 
through the Highlanders' resistance and 
beat the goalie to give JMU the lead. 
Radford then tried a counterstrike, 
and began to increase the intensity of 
their drive into the Dukes' side of the 
field. Freshman goalie Heather Colbert 
made crucial stops on several occasions 
to hold Radford in check 
The Highlanders were finally able to 
make a dent in the Dukes' side of the 
field when Kerstin Braun blew past the 
HOCKEY page 20 
VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
Captain Tricia Kinney battles a Radford defender. 
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The fearless predictors had quite a scary week last week, going a dismal 17-27 collectively. Former Breeze sports editor Matt Wasniewski, in an 
attempt to show us that you team something when you get out in the real world, kicked our collective rumps by going 7-4. In an attempt to get back on 
track, the predictors put in a call to the main man himself, Dr. Carrier, to appear as this week's guest. In an even bolder move, Greg this week predicts 
the first blemish on the 'Skins schedule as he has called for a Giants win. As the worid's leading owner of Redskins paraphanelia, Mo could be seen 
laughing to tears and wiping them with his Hogs Hankie when he heard of the pick. Those mighty Maryland Terrapins make another appearance in 
this week's picks and Dan has finally turned his back on theTerps. Greg remains faithful to his homeland--only time will tell. Check you next week. 
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NEW LOCATION 
33 East • 1550 E. Market St. 
by WilderneM Voyager* 
Sheraton AccCM *A. 
KRYPTONITE' 5PEOAUZE0 
Mountain Bike 
Sale As law a» $239.00 
k!-,Rollerblade 
Softool 
CONTINUED from page 17 
soflball history. 
With two outs Chi Phi had runners 
on first and second and one of their 
most dangerous hitlers at the plate in 
senior left fielder Steve Calls. Catts 
delivered with a line-drive single to 
left-center but Chi Phi's Bill Troiano 
was nailed at the plate by a perfect 
throw from junior Eric Miller to 
catcher Vijay Mago. 
"All I saw was Vijay's glove and the 
ball fly right into it," Troiano said. 
"That was a perfect throw." 
In the second game, Komik and 
Spensieri once again led the way, along 
with timely hits from Mago and first 
baseman Garrett Johnston. The 
underdogs jumped to u 7-3 lead. Chi 
Phi then began to chip away ai the 
deficit, and lied the score on Pirn 
Jaeger's second double ol the niglu. 
The game proceeded to go to extra 
innings, and the defense on both icaius 
tightened up. In the top of ihc/fllh 
inning, the Commuters' Glen 
Eickcnhorsl broke the deadlock by 
pummcling the ball over Calls' head in 
left to score the game-winning run-. 
Hockey. 
CONTINUED/rampage 18 
defense on the left side of the field and 
scored Radford's only goal at 28:00. 
After halftime, the Dukes settled 
down and dictated the action. The 
defense, led by senior Melissa Myers, 
continued to turn the Highlanders 
away, and the offense, especially Owen 
and Hoke, never decreased their drive 
for the ball and the goal. 
The JMU offense then stepped up to 
put more pressure on the Highlander 
defense, and the result was Hoke's 
game-winning goal. 
Morgan was optimistic about the 
Dukes' next few weeks, including a 
stiff test against undefeated and lop- 
ranked ODU, 2nd-ranked Penn State, 
and then the CAA championships. 
"We want to have a sense of 
presence on the field against ODU," 
Morgan said "We have a real good 
shot at the conference title." 
The Office of Career Planning and Placement at The 
University of Virginia cordially invites you to attend 
MINORITY CAREER DAY 
on 
Tuesday, November 5,1991 at the OMNI HOTEL located in 
historic downtown Charlottesville, Virginia 
Over 140 hiring organizations are expected to attend this event. Be 
sure to dress professionally and bring several copies of your resume. 
Transportation will be provided. A bus will leave Godwin lot 
at 7:30 a.m. and arrive back at Godwin lot by 3:00 p.m. 
Please register for this event by October 22 at the Office of 
Career Services, 206 Sonner Hall or The Office of Multicultural 
Student Services, Warren Campus Center Room G-10. 
A meeting on how to prepare for Minority Career Day will take place in the 
Warren Campus Center in the \alley Room on Thursday, October 24 from 4 p.m. 
until 5 p.m. The featured speaker for this event will be Karen Young from the 
Office of Career Services  
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FORRENT 
Room For Rent - Females only 
$160/mo., includes utilities. Furnished 
433-1758  
Sublet For Spring Semester - Take $15 
oil each month's rent it act before 11/2. 
Hunters Ridge apartment located right at 
bus slop Call Brad or Ryan at 433-3128 
anytime. 
Available 1/1/92 - One sublet in lurnehed 
lownhouse. $175/mo. or best otter. Close 
lo campus (703) 450-5008 or 433 1562. 
Forget The Hassle! 
Spring leases available at 
Madison Square Townhouses 
Walk to campus, fully furnished 
Water/sewer included 
Call now! 
Coldwell Banker, 434-1173 
Sublet Spring Semester - Hunters Ridge 
room lor female non-smoker Trfany, 434- 
2778. __^_ 
Lowest Rent In Town - 4 BR. 2 balhO. 
furnished. Close to campus. Bus service. 6 
mo.-12 mo. lease. $150/persoiVmo Call 
Mike. (703) 490-1753.  
2 BR Apt for lease, spring semester. 
$ 155/mo. Call Butty, 434-2337.  
Hunters Ridge BR - Attractive apt., 
microwave, W/D. $170-$190/mo. 
Negotiable lease. Call Christa. (703) 534- 
2904 __ 
Deluxe Apt - 2 females to share with 
third. Private BRs. Private yard. 6 blocks 
to campus. Utilities included. $215 each 
289-5055. Linda/Gary. 
Tired OF The Bus Ride? We have 2-3-4 
BR apis Furnished or unfurnished, dose 
to JMU. Short-term leases available 
immedaiety. 433-6156. leave message 
Hale Wanted to sublet Nov. 1 Cheap 
564-1251 
FOR§ALE 
Full Size Casio keyboard. $100. 
Beginner's guitar with slandramp. $125. 
Well-kept irumpet, $75. Diamondback 
Mountan Bike $150 Oilers welcome. Cal 
433-3025 for delate 
Soundesign 3-Way Speakers - 10' 
woolen, great sound. $125 or best otter. 
John. x7601. 
Toyota Catka ST 1966. 46,000 mi. Good 
condHcn $7,200 896-2961 
Wagnavox Videowraar Word Processor - 
includes ribbons ft disks. Excellent 
condition Asking $300. Call James. 
X5973. 
Sckwmn Crisscross afeuntetn Bke - 
Excellent condition, pump included. $220. 
X556S 
HEJJPWFWTEP 
Part-Time Front Desk Cterfi needed at 
Mountainside Villas in Massanutten. to 
work weekends. Must be tiexfcle 6 have 
adequate transportation. Apply in person 
or call 289-6003 
Free Travel, Cash A Excellent 
Business Experience! 
Openings available tor individuals or 
student organizations to promote the 
country's most successful spring 
break lours. 
Inter-Campus Programs 
(800) 327-6013 
Trawl Sales BeuteeentoUve - STS. the 
leader n ccesgule travel, needs motivated 
individuals ft groups lo promote 
WHtortprtnB break trips. For information, 
cal Student Travel Services. Ithaca, NY. 
al (800) 648-4849 
Overseas Jobs - $900 $2000/mo. 
Summer, year-round, all countries, all 
liekts. Free info. Write IJC, PO Box 52 
VA04. Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 
Earn $2500 4 Free Trips selling spring 
break packages to Bahamas. Mexico. 
Jamaica. Florida' Best trips S prices 
Spring Break Travel, (800) 638 6786. 
Panama City Beech - This spring earn 
Iree trips & make the most money. Sell the 
best location on the beach next to the 
world's largest night dubs. Campus reps & 
organizations needed to promote spring 
break. Call Jenny at (800) 558-3002. 
Free Spring Break Trips 
to students or student organizations 
promoting our 
spring break packages 
Good pay & fun 
CallCMI 
(800) 423-5264 
Spring Break - Cancun, Bahamas Irom 
$259. Includes round-trip air, 7 nights 
hotel, parties, free admission, hotel taxes 
& morel Organize a small group. Earn Iree 
trp. (800) BEACH IT 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost - Chris' 1990 Hampton Christian 
High ring. Blue stone. Call Claire, 564- 
0211. _^_ 
Lost On Oct. 13 - Blue ft white XL 
Nautica jacket. Call Stu al x5746 lor 
reward if found. 
Lost - Brand new Elgin watch. Reward of 
$20 ottered. II lound. cal Rich, x4040. 
Lost - Gold ink bracelet 10/16. Reward. 
Please cal Maire,x5140. 
Found - Female's gold bracelet al JMs 
Friday. Cal Tracey at 432-9707 to claim 
Words Words Words - Word processing, 
professional resumes, manuscripts, eic 
Laser printed. (703) 234-8023 
Parents/Students - Can'l Itnd a motel 
vacancy' Need some R 4 R? Great! Cal 
433-1222 tor quiet, homey atmosphere 
dose to campus. 
Word Processing of student papers & 
reports. Judy Shaw, 8262748 
Terrific Typist - last, accurate, rush jabs. 
nearJMU. Cal 4344332  
Buymg/Seling quakty basebal cards #1 
shop in area. 20,000 back issue comics. 
Virginia Cards & Comics, located in 
Rocky's Antique Mall. 10 mi. south ol 
Hamsonburg on Rl. 11. 2344432 or 434- 
5040.  
•Ming A Decision about an unplanned 
pregnancy won't be easy. First, give 
yourselt a little lime. Look at all your 
colons Irom al the angles Weigh the pros 
& cons caieluty. Above al. be honest with 
yoursctl. Remember, the best choice is the 
one that's right lor you We oiler family 
planning, counseling 6 first trimester 
abortion services because we believe a 
woman should have a ful range of options 
available lo her. Cal us it we can help. 
confidentially ol course. Hagerslown 
Reproductive Health Services. 
Hagerstown, Maryland. (301) 733-2400. 
collect calls accepted 
Best   Of   Luck   Jacl   ft    Laura I 
Congratulations! Love from Mamie. 
9 Reasons Why You Should Go See 
eddie Irom ohio ft Dirty Campaign the 
members have played in: Ful Stop, Tweed 
Sneakers, Glass Onion, The Shuffle. 
O.U.F.. The Rythm Rats, The JMU Jazz 
Ensemble, Jellyfish Blues Band ft 
Apartment 6. October 26 T.G Armadillo's. 
See Johnnies Heritage tonight al the 
Convo wilh The Smithereens.  
We Comfort The Afflicted and, when 
necessary, afflict the comfortable. 
Muhlenberg Lutheran. Transportation 
provided. Sundays 10:45, Godwin bus 
stop.  
Pork ft Beef B BO 
tor 
Homecoming 
Saturday 
October 26, 1991 
10:00 am until 2:00 pm 
Texaco Station-Port Republic Rd. 
Sponsored by 
Fashion Merchandising Club 
"Bagel Race" Update - AEA is in the 
lead. guys. Go gel those bagels! 
X<t> - Support the Hentage tonight at the 
Convo. 
Jon, Rob, Tan, Daniel 4 Brian - Knock 
'em dead tonight. Love, Mamie 
Damia Dunn - Clueless? Cardinals rule! 
Love, your A* Big Sis. 
Good Times, Good Tunes wilh the 
Hentage tonight. The Convo. 
Greene Is A SansequMI From Mole & 
Tippy-  
EK Pledges - Gel psyched for Big 
Srs/LltleSisnightl 
X4» Pledge Brian Looney - You're doing 
great, hang in there1 Love, your Big Sis. 
PS Nice shil on Saturday. 
See Johnnies Heritage tonight al the 
Convo with The Smithereens. 
Player* 
Homecoming 
•91 
Thursday 
Ladies Night 
DJ« Dancing 
9pm-2am 
(18 a over admitted) 
The Jellyfish Blues Band 
JMLTs "Favorite' Alumni Band 
9pm-2am 
(must be 21) 
Saturday 
Players 
5th Annual Homecoming Party 
Sponsored by the NOVA Chapter 
ol the JMU Alumni Association 
DJ ft Darning 
8pm-2am 
(must be 21) 
Greeks - The "Bagel Race' is on al Mr. 
J-sl Good luck to al d you! From the crew 
at Profile.  
Gregg Mossburg - I you want lo talk lo 
me, just come up lo me ft introduce 
yours*!, rm shy loo 
Good Times, Good Tunes with the 
Hentage tonight. The Convo. 
Jugging Club Meeting! Tonight, 7 pm, 
Logan Study Lounge. Questions'' x4150 
Sigma Baby Violets are awesome! We 
are so proud d you Get psyched, you're 
hall done! Love, your Moms 
Come To The Late Show 
Featuring 
The Johnsons 
Classic Rock-Tonight al to 
Presented by IN 
S3 Bnng Your Own Beverages 
No Glass-No Bottles 
See Johnnies Heritage tonight al the 
Convo wilh The Smithereens 
W-Track, nice try, but volleyball remains 
the ultimate Frisbee champs. 
Wendy Wright - You're awesome! Your 
A<t> Big Sis loves you! 
EX -'Thanks lor a greal lime lasl 
Thursday! Love. LEE. 
Prizes! Prizes! 
Tan Sessions (Univ. Hairstylists) 
Seafood Buffets (Evers Restaurant) 
Gift Certits. (Sports Fan/legends) 
JMU Shorts (Shirt Shk/Trophy Shp) 
Mini-Golf Passes (The Bull Pen) 
Whoppers (Burger King) 
Bowling Passes (Valley Lanes) 
Photo Enlargements (King Photo) 
Coupons (Sky Yogurt) 
Donations Only $1. 
See An IABC Member 
For Your Ticket TODAYI 
Good Tunes, Good Tunes, wilh the 
Heritage tonight. The Convo. 
Ursula - Thanks tor being the best friend. 
sister ft roome I could ask lor, especially 
during my crisis. Love, Kim. 
Women's Rugby Team - Way to go! 
Congratulations ft good luck in the East 
Coast Playoffs in Baton Rouge. Brad. 
See Johnnies Heritage tonight at the 
ComowimThoSrrslfiereens,  
Matt - Hope you led better! fm here tor 
you. Kim 
Doug Campbell 
You sty devil... 
Happy 20th 
Your friends tram 
Gilford A Weaver. 
Good Luck To Jenny Edmoneson! We 
love you. EEE. 
Good Times, Good Tunes, with the 
Heritage tonight The Convo 
i - To the best Hooker in Vrgtnia: 
congrats ft best d fuck in the East Coast 
Playoffs Love ya. Brad. 
Chris ft Mark - We had a greal lime w«h 
you Friday. You are awesome Big 
Brothers! Love. Mara ft Mcfwe. 
Animal Rights Coalition 
Meeting TODAY 
6pm 
KeexeHO-O 
Mona, cant wait lor you to come home! 
Love. EEE.  
See Johnnies Heritage lonighl al the 
Convo wi»TreSrnJtheieeris.  
Are You Learning About The Power d 
the cross on the late, late show? There's 
more to Christianity than stopping 
vampires ...Lutheran Student Movement. 
Thursdays, 6:45, Godwin bus stop. 
Langford -1 love you. Obver 
Pineda answers the question why lonighl 
al the Convo  
Alpha Phi Pledge Sisters - Get psyched 
lor Big Sster Revelation! 
Stacy Herrefl - Your AO Big Sister thinks 
you're the greatest. 
Jon Pineda - See him sing shirtless 
lonighl al Ihe Convo.      
Leigh Ann 
Welcome Back 
To JMU 
Wilderness Voyagers - Sale: Oct. 25 & 
26. Selected winler clothing. Sweaters. 
Patagonia Capeene & more. 434-7234 
Christine D. - Glad you're here. I love 
you. Your teddy. Anthony S. 
See Johnnies Heritage lonighl at the 
Convo with The Smithereens. 
A<t> - What an amazing leal! Congrats to 
our super soltbali champs! 
Everyone come buy some baked goods at 
Alpha Chi Omega's Pledge Fundraiser 
today Irom 9-4 on the WCC patio!  
Jon Pineda - See him sing shirtless 
tonight at the Convo.  
riKA - Thanks for the tailgates this fall 
Let's keep up the tradition next year. Love, 
ACT.  
A ET-Pizza! Pizza! Pizza! Thanks for the 
tunatGafrfs.Love.Ad>.  
See Johnnies Heritage tonight al Ihe 
Convo with The Smithereens. 
AXP, X»E, EEE - See you in Barcelona 
in fjei We had a great lime on Saturday! 
Love,AET. 
Belated Congratulations to the 
gentlemen ol KAP on their 3rd-place win 
al Fnsbee Fkng! Your AXil coaches love 
you;  
EflE - Gel nasty tonight wilh Brian 
Belorte at the Convo. 
First Church Of The Brethren 
315 S. (Dogwood Dr.. Harrisonburg 
Worship 1030 am 
Handicap Facilities 
Transportation Provided 
434-62M 
Sek 1 Amy - Here's your personal, nerds! 
W0'dssygv'v7P  
ZTA - Congrats on a greal finish in 
Anchorsplash! You were an awesome 
team lo coach! Love. Carta ft Mane. 
Jon Pineda - See him sing shirtless 
lonighl al the Convo. 
JSH 01 riKA - Thanks tor an awesome 
weekend. Next time you can use Ihe 
blender! The Dipper. ^^^^ 
EN ft A XQ - Gel psyched lor our 
Homecoming pre-game party on Saturday! 
Love,AXa  
KAP - Yak did great in Anchorsplash! 
You're terrind Thanks tor the swim, guys! 
PS Loved twisting with you Saturday 
Happy Birthday Grimace! 12 more 
months until you're 21! 
Rawer - Congrats on your engagement! 
■What il, Lucreter Love. 670. 
But, Fris - I guess I guess you know! 
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Mary Qlancy ft Wool* Ooyto- 
W»'r» an awesome AXQ family! 
Lova, ihe IKllatt indacitiv*. 
Congratulations 10 Felacia OaBerry 
lor making the Homecoming Court. 
Good luck this weekend! The proud 
Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi. 
Liz Moor* - You are so awesome! 
Love, your Big Sis. 
Wendy - Yrxfra to only girl for me. 
Drex.  
£#E - You guys are the best & keep 
gerbng better every year. Let's rule 
Anchorsplash in "92. Keep in touch- 
we love you. Meeps, Denise, Aleks. 
Matt WHHs - rm glad you're my 
honey! 
Donna - Keep working hard! You're 
greal! The Flasher. 
Did Your Friend have one too 
many? Call 433 CARS. 
A Prime Funtion Of A Leader is to 
keep hope alive. Pick up your OAK 
applications in Alumnae 106 this 
week. 
Call CARS (Catch A Ride Safely) for 
a free ride home! Fri. & Sat., 11 pm-3 
am. 
Greek « Thaa, 434-2718. Lavaliers, 
charms, chains in stock. 
A Loving Childless Physician & 
wife wish to adopt an infant or twins. 
Call collect, Julie & Ray, (202) 364- 
2428.  
Zet» Tau Alpha is sponsoring a 
lecture on women & self-esteem at 
7:30, Oct. 21, in Grafton Stovall. All 
are welcome. 
Together Meeting - Oct. 24, 5:30 
pm, Tidewater Room, WCC. Topic: 
Racism On College Campuses. 
Come & check it out! 
Had Too Much To Drink? Don't 
drink & drive! Call 433-CARS. 
"»' .I.III.II.I.III.IIIIII.I.II.MIII I  
WANTED 
assistant 
photography 
editor 
Send coverletter, 
resume and 
sample photos to: 
Wendy Warren 
Editor, The Breeze 
Anthony -Seeger 
ll;ilL.I>ll 
Experience 
in photography 
required. 
Catch us while we are 
out of control! 
Its a SALE at the 
start of the season. 
Selected Winter Clothing & Jackets 
Selected Sweaters 20-60% OFF 
And Much, Much More!!! 
October 25th & 26th TWO DAYS ONLY!! 
Friday 10-8   Saturday 9-5 
,     1544 E. Market        4.^4-79 ^4. (next to Cool Breeze Cyclery)  Tfc^*±" / ^D^t 
JMCJ'i Hottest Mew Band! 
60's& 70s Classic Rock 
PJ Dave Daansga 
1:00-9:00 pm 
•••t 
Acoustic Show 
TWally Wayne! 
9#0«Ci9i« 
i 
DJ Eric Lyon 1:00-9:00 pm 
Saturday Night Oct. 26, 9:00 - Close 
"The breakfast bar in 
Harrisonburg features 
scrambled eggs, 
bacon, sausage, 
potatoes, 
sausage gravy, grits, 
biscuits, homemade 
muffins, oatmeal, cereals, 
fresh fruits, melons, and 
coffee for $3.99 ($3.59 for 
senior citizens). 
It's some kind of good! 
I recommend it highly." 
WESTERN Your local Retauram Critk 
Harrisonburg (703)434-4560 
Breakfast bar available every day at Harrisonburg location (6am-1 lam). 
/ 
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Call 
Domino's Pizza 
For a piping hot pizza delivered in 
30 minutes Guaranteed or you get $3 off! 
43«5"2«5UU JMU/Downtown 
433-3111 Valley Mall/Port Republic Rd. 
NOBODY 
KNOWS 
LIKE 
DOMINO'S 
• b 
0 *s oS 
II-   Jioo. | ® 
How You Like Pizza at Home. 
PIZZA PANIC 
Get a medium pizza 
with one topping and 2 
Free Coca-Colas. Extra 
toppings available. 
$6.99 
expires 11-30-91 
^^rsysra^.»rSS»s^*w.-.-.| 211 
pmdtoai hr ttf* i* i ■ J I 1 
MEDIUM DOUBLES 
Get 2 medium pizzas with 
one topping. Extra 
toppings available. 
$9.99 
expires 11-30-91 
PIZZA FOR TWO! 
Get a medium pizza with 3 
toppings and 2 Free 
Coca-Colas. 
$7.99 
expires 11-30-91 
SUPER SAVINGS 
Save $2.00 off any large 
pizza with 2 or more 
toppings. 
$2.00 
expires 11-30-91 
OFF 
HUNGER FIGHTER PLUS! 
Get a large pizza with one 
topping and 4 Free 
Coca-Colas. Extra toppings 
available. 
$8.99 
expires 11-30-91 
PAN PIZZA DEAL 
Buy any pan pizza with 2 
toppings. Get a second for 
$3.99 more. 
$6.99 
expires 11-30-91 
PIZZA PARTY FOR POUR! 
Get a large pizza with 2 
toppings and 4 Free 
Coca-Colas. 
$9.99 Pi 
expires 11-30-91 Dltti ® 
MEDIUM PIZZA 99* 
Buy a large pizza at regular 
price and get a medium pizza 
with one topping for just 
990 
expires 11-30-91 
g^^ssEB[5fsgg^ggs^r[it^a^ggs^:[gt 5saBgggg[S] 
lames Madison University 
IJEJLQJI: 
GLGRyDAyS 
njyptetnent 
Hi i^M « 
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Glory Days 
EVENTS. things to do... occurrences...   activities... festivities... occassions...   things to do... occurrences. happenings... goings on... activities... festivities... occassions... places to go... things to do., occurrences...    activities... goings on... people to see... happenings... things to do... activitie 
October 26 Saturday October 27 
WMMIMMMMIMMMM 
• Sawhill Gallery 10:30 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. 
• Alumni Golf Outing at noon at 
Lakewood Golf Course. Registration 
is $25 per person which includes 
cart, green fees and JMU "goodie" 
bag. 
• Arboretum Tour 1 - 2 p.m. 
• Campus Tour 2:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Starting at steps of Wilson Hall. 
on the Quad 3:30 - 4:30 
p.m. Children 2-10 years old are 
invited for lemonade, cookies, games 
and storytelling. Free-advanced 
registration requested. 
• Admissions Conference 4 p.m. at 
Sonner Hall with Alan Cerveny, 
Director of Admissions. 
• Hospitality Session I 6 p.m. at 
Sheraton Hotel - Presidential Suite. 
• Alumni welcome 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. at 
Sonner Hall. Meet with Football 
Coach Rip Scherer. 
• Block Show (Step Show) 
Competition - 8 p.m. at Convocation 
Center. 
• Homecoming Party lOp.m - 2 a.m. 
at Godwin Hall. 
• Arboretum Tour 10 a.m. -11 a.m. 
• Tailgate Party at Godwin Field 10 
a.m. - 1:15 p.m.* 
• Homecoming Brunch - Spottswood 
Country Club 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
• College of Business building tour 
and reception noon -1:30 p.m. 
• Sawhill Gallery 1:30 p.m. - 4:30 
p.m.; 7-10 p.m. 
• JMU vs. University of Richmond 
Football Game at Bridgeforth 
Stadium 1:30 p.m. 
• Glory Days Picnic 4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
along "Newman Beach". Reunion 
dinners for the classes of 1971, 1976, 
1981, and 1986. Advance registration 
required. $12 per adult, $6 per child 
6-17, under 6 free. 
• Contemporary Gospel Singers - 
Grafton - Stovall Theater 4:30 - 5:30 
p.m. 
• Chemistry Alumni Reception at 
Spotswood Country Club 4:30 - 6:30 
p.m. 
• Alumni Wine and Cheese 
Reception - WCC Highlands Room 
5:30 - 7:30 p.m. 
• Hospitality Session II at Sheraton 
Hotel Presidential Suite 8 p.m. 
• Homecoming Cabaret "Glass 
Menagerie" PC. Ballroom 11 p.m. - 
3a.m. 
•Organizations represented at 
Godwin Field Party: Dept. of 
Education and Psychology, Honors 
Program, Zeta Tau Alpha, Student 
Ambassadors, Delta Sigma Theta. 
Also: School of Accounting, Alpha 
Epsilon Rho, Society of Professional 
Journalists, Mass Communications, 
Duke Club, Athletics Alumni, JMU 
Alumni        Chapters, Physics 
Department, Band Alumni, UCO, and 
Black Alumni Chapter. 
Sunday October 28 
ItHWKv' 
• Homecoming Brunch at Chandler 
Hall. University update by President 
Ronald E. Carrier and senior 
administrators. Advanced registration 
required and seating is limited. $10 
per person. 
• Sawhill Gallery 1:30 p.m. - 4:30 
p.m. 
• Coolers with alcoholic 
beverages will not be allowed at 
Tailgate Party. Beer will be 
available. 
• For further assistance, call the 
Office of Alumni Relations at 568- 
6234. 
Editors 
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Copy Editors 
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Ms. Madison tradition changes with times 
by Donna Ragsdale 
staff writer 
Despite being one of the oldest surviving 
traditions at JMU, the concept of Ms. Madison is still 
evolving. 
Since it began in 1954, the purpose of the Ms. 
Madison title has been to recognize a woman's 
contribution to JMU. 
With the contemporary title Ms. Madison, the idea 
behind the contest is still the same today. Student 
Government Association President and 1990 Ms. 
Madison Pal Soulhall said she considers it an 
important way to recognize achievements made by 
women at JMU. 
"It represents an accomplishment because your 
peers actually put you there," Soulhall said. She was 
the first junior to be named Ms. Madison. 
In the past, various organizations such as Student 
Ambassadors and the University Class Organization 
have been in charge of the Ms. Madison program. 
Last year, senior Lori Werner helped reorganize the 
program for her Miller Fellow research project. Now 
Ms. Madison is selected by a university committee 
comprised of a variety of students and faculty. She 
said making the program more diverse should make 
it easier on individual organizations and create more 
credibility in the selection. 
"It also gives those students (who serve on the 
Ms. Madison committee] an opportunity to come out 
of those organizations as representatives and emerge 
as leaders," Werner said. 
Junior Julie McEntee served on the committee that 
selected Ms. Madison last year. She said she thinks 
the new selection process is a good idea. 
"It gives the contest a better image by making it a 
university committee instead of a student-run 
activity," McEntee said. 
In years past, the role of Ms. Madison was mostly 
limited to her crowning at homecoming and making 
COURTESTY OF MS. MADISON COMMITTEE 
Ms. Madison Court: (I to r, front row) Kim Jackson, Dawn Miller, Deborah Van Tuyl, Lori 
Lerew, (I to r, back row) Melanie Byrd, Laura Tomb, Jaclynn GilfiMan, Jennifer 
Edmonson and Karen Williams. Not pictured: Felicia DeBerry. 
The initial step of the Ms. Madison selection is the 
nomination by a university-recognized club or 
organization. There arc generally 40 to 60 nominees 
an appearance at activities like the area Apple 
Blossom Festival. This year, the committee hopes to 
offer more roles and duties to Ms. Madison. 
"We're working on increasing the role of Ms. 
Madison," Soulhall said. "This year she'll serve as 
an ambassador for the university." 
This year's Ms. Madison will be chosen through 
the same three-step process as last year. 
each year — this year there were 45. 
Next, the nominees complete an interview. The 
interviews arc conducted by a panel of judges 
comprised of faculty members and administrators. 
Byron Bullock, assistant to the associate vicc- 
MS. MADISON page 5 
1971 Ms. Madison remembers college days 
by Robyn Williams 
staff writer  
Mostly rain and mud covered the campus that day, 
as best she could remember. But mini-skirls were 
definitely in style. 
The school had a new president, Dr. Ronald 
Carrier, who probably sat in the audience. 
Definitively, Lee Grandy's sorority sisters gave 
her a floral bouquet as 1971's Homecoming Queen 
at Madison College. 
Now Lee Grandy Gantz, she remembers the honor 
bestowed upon her, but the exact details are sketchy 
as she recalls the fall semester of her senior year 20 
years ago. 
With the recent arrival of men as full-time 
students and the birth of the football program, 
homecoming wasn't the significant event of the 
weekend. "It really wasn't that big a deal," she said. 
But the title did have special meaning for her. 
Years before her arrival in 1968, the women and 
faculty celebrated May Day — and in the '40s, the 
school selected Ganlz's mother. Ion. ! fadison 
College student, as May Queen. 
In 1971, campus organizations, mosllj sororities, 
had one representative per group. Zcta Tau Alpha 
sorority chose her as their candidate. 
According to the Oct. 29, 1971 issue of The 
Breeze, students gathered in Wilson auditorium on a 
Thursday night for the presentation of the 15 
candidates for homecoming queen.' Prior to 
presenting the women to the audience, the program 
committee sponsored a fashion show. 
After the first half of that show, "the candidates 
were presented alphabetically according to their 
sponsors," the same Breeze issue staled. "Each girl 
was required to walk through a central trellis, 
execute quarter turns, and continue lo a designated 
position to the right or left of the trellis." 
There wasn't much of a ceremony because there 
wasn't much of a football team, Gantz said. Even the 
basketball team played its games at Harrisonburg 
High School. 
..   The bigger, campus event, at. that time was Greek. 
Week. "I remember rowing a boat across the lake, 
picking up a beer can, putting it into the boat and 
rowing back," Gantz said. Her sorority sisters 
couldn't believe she maneuvered her boat so well, 
but Gantz had practiced as a little girl in her 
grandfather's row boat. She and her partner, a 
sorority sister, won the event. 
Unlike today's Greek Row, in the early '70s 
Hoffman Hall was the sorority dorm, Gantz 
remembers. Each of the sororities had its own 
designated section for the sisters' residence. 
Since the school had only recently gone co-ed, 
males were a new addition to the Greek system. 
Fraternities, such as Tau Kappa Epsilon and Sigma 
Pi Epsilon, formed in correlation with the existing 
sororities. 
Majoring in elementary education, Gantz did her 
student teaching in spring of 1972 in the 
Washington, D.C. area, but after graduation never 
worked as an instructor again. "I'm embarrassed to 
GANTZ page 5 
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HOMECOMING 
WEEKEND 
FRIDAY 
The Jellyfish Blues Band 
JM(I s Favorite fikimni Band 
(mast t* 21) 9p.m.-2a.m. 
SfiTORDfiY 
5th Annual Player s Homecoming Party 
Sponsored By The Nova Chapter of 
The JMU filumni Association 
D.I. - Dancing 
(must be 21) 8p.m.-fp.m. 
121 S. MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN 
433-1920 
m w Don't Miss Our Exit! 
6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available* 
• 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
• Townhouses or Gardens 
• Pool & Tennis Court 
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet 
• Small Pets Welcome* 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Fully Equipped Kitchen 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• Microwave Special* 
• 24-Hour Maintenance 
On -Site Management 
* Some restrictions apply 
Clubhouse, Devon Lane • Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Exit 63, East on Port 
Republic Road to top of hill, right on Devon Lane to Rental Office. Open daily. 
434-2220 
Valley Mall  •  Harrisonburg  • 434-4824 
BY SAM 
XJSTQIf SGTOBNPBINI 
GROUP DISCOUNTS • LOW MINIMUMS 
NO SET-UP CHARGES • NO ART CHARGES 
We've been screenprinting for over 10 years 
Create Your Own 
for RESALE, CLUBS, TEAMS, 
FUNDRAISERS, PARTIES, eta 
TH^RI^IT. 
IS THE PLACE 
NOW AVAILABLE 
Sewn Greek Letters 
in Twill Material 4 
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Ms. Madison 
CONTINUED from page 3 
president for student affairs, has been 
a judge for the Ms. Madison contest 
for the last five years. 
"I think it gets more difficult every 
year," Bullock said. "We have a 
number of people on this campus who 
have made tremendous contributions 
to the community." 
The judges select 10 finalists for 
the student body's deciding vote. The 
finalists appear at the homecoming 
football game where Ms. Madison is 
announced. 
Over the years, the woman chosen 
as Ms. Madison has won various 
prizes such as gift certificates and 
dinners. This year Ms. Madison will 
receive a $200 scholarship. 
"I think the scholarship is a lot 
more substantial," Southall said. Last 
year she received many gift 
certificates, some of which she said 
she couldn't use. 
One tradition involving Ms. 
Madison might be returning in the 
future. According to Beverly Noel, a 
former student body president and Ms. 
Madison, there was a Man of the Year 
as well as a Ms. Madison in 1970. 
Noel   is   now   President  Ronald 
Carrier's staff specialist. 
"The basis for the selection was 
contribution to campus affairs and 
general personality, with the major 
focus being on the overall contribution 
to the school," Noel said. The 
recognition of outstanding students 
may once again include honoring 
students of both sexes. 
Bullock said a Mr. Madison would 
be useful in rewarding the 
accomplishments of male students and 
in dispelling the idea of Ms. Madison 
as a beauty contest. 
"Wc need that equal role," Bullock 
said. "That would de-stigmatize the 
Ms. Madison program to keep it away 
from the beauty thing and look more 
at the total student." 
Despite any decision about a Mr. 
Madison, Ms. Madison is here to stay. 
Werner said the committee she 
established will continue after she 
graduates. She hopes the Ms. Madison 
program and its recognition of 
outstanding JMU students will 
continue. Because, she said, "It's one 
of the few traditions that Madison 
has." 
Gantz  
CONTINUED from page 3 
say I haven't done any teaching since then," she said. 
She left Madison two decades ago, just after a 
"Beach Week" held for the women at the end of each 
school year. Originally from Norfolk, Gantz planned 
her stay at Virginia Beach with several friends. But 
she had to leave the sun, sand and surf a day early 
for Illinois to become a future flight attendant. 
There she registered at United Airlines' training 
base and has remained in the area ever since with her 
husband, an Illinois native. 
"1 never ever thought 1 would live in the 
Midwest," she said. "My heart is in Virginia. I'm 
trying to get him to come back to Virginia." 
Gantz and her husband, an attorney, have a seven- 
year-old daughter and a two-year-old son. 
Gantz returned to her alma mater for homecoming 
in the mid '80s when Bob "thanks for the memories" 
Hope came to entertain. "On a spur of the moment 
decision," she traveled back to Harrisonburg with 
her sorority sisters. 
During their stay at the Sheraton, Cant/ said to a 
friend, "I'm going out, but I'll be back at the dorm in 
a few minutes." Her companion laughed at the slip, 
as about 15 years of elapsed lime was momentarily 
forgotten. 
She has no immediate plans to return to 
Harrisonburg, although she enjoyed her last visit a 
great deal. 
"It was a definite walk down memory lane, 
although everything has changed and grown so much 
since I was there," she said. 
HARRISONBURG MINOR 
EMERGENCY CENTER 
No Appointment Necessary 
• X-Ray Services 
• Allergy Injections 
• Prorrpt Qudity Cae 
• Ru Shots 
1356 S. Main St. 
(Near Olde Mill) 
433-3992 
Mon-fil 9-7 pm 
Sot 10-opm 
Sift       12-6pm 
 VifM' 
Protestant Worship 
Sunday, 11:00 AM 
*Upstairs, WCC 
- Mcv/.i.nnc ( lor ihc rcliuioush educated 
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• Prescriptions and 
over-the-counter drugs. 
•Private consultation with your 
pharmacist or nurse. 
Williamson's ¥ PNWWCY 
The Student's 
Pharmacy 
1015 Harrison St, Harrisonburg 
across bom Midway Market 2372 
Open 'til Midnight Every Night 
Midway Mmkel 
Your Homecoming One-otop Party ©hop 
Open 8am Saturday 
434-7948 
rrices on ALL Your Favorite Beverages 
T-shirts • Guatemalan Clothing 
$$$$$$ Mention this Ad & Get $2 OFF a T-shirt $$$$$$ 
157 Warsaw (behind JM's) 
A FINE DINING TRADITION 
CONTINUES   ... 
12 0Z.T-BONE 
14 0Z.T-BONE 
16 OZ. PORTERHOUSE 
18 OZ. PORTERHOUSE 
2 LB. TOP SIRLOIN 
2 1/2 LB. TOP SIRLOIN 
•FILET MIGNON 
LONDON BROIL 
BAKED LAMB SHANK 
LAMB CHOPS 
PORK CHOPS 
SWORD FISH 
20 WEST MOSBY ROAD 
HARRISONBURG, VA. 
(703) 564-1909 
OPEN EVENINGS 
TUES.-THURS. 5PM-9PM 
FRIDAY 5PM-10PM 
SATURDAY 4PM-iOPM 
SUNDAY 4PM-9PM 
'  .^^^^. 
VISA ■ MasterCard! 
~^^^^^ 
>SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS! 
Vrtifl-V    *+*  \S    MS E. MARKET STREET 
CQtP dtn&"^^ HARRISONBURG. VA 22801J 
91 434-4023 A* 
FRI. & SAT. Seafood BuffetJ 
**Steamed Shrimp •Fried Oysters   •Soup 
•Fried Shrimp      •Crab Legs        •Salad Bar 
•Broiled Fish        •Frog Legs        •Desserts 
•CrabCasserole   •HotVegetables 
Show us your JMU l.D. or Ticket to the 
Homecoming Game and Receive a Special 
Discount! 
ssssssssssss 
\ mi:o WORIJ) 
(  clt'ltl lllltlfi II ill I (till   nj   SI 
I in CIHMT my Jim uum 
He took the job 
that no one wanted 
and got the girt that 
everyone did. 
We Now Have More Copies Of 
The Hottest New Releases. 
HARRISONBURG   Cloverleaf Shopping Ctr.   434-0913 
OPEN 365 DAYS A YEAR •    10am -1 Opm 
■ 
^ 
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Last home game 
critical to season 
by Greg Abel 
staff writer 
When the seniors of the JMU football team take 
the field at Bridgeforth Stadium tomorrow, it may be 
the last time their feet touch the turf for a home game 
this year. 
The Dukes will hit the road for their final three 
games following the Homecoming match up with the 
Spiders. Except for an appearance hosting a playoff 
game, Saturday will be the last home game of the 
season. 
Much is at stake. The Dukes, at 5-2, arc having 
their best season since 1987 when the team went 9-3 
and reached the I-AA playoffs for the the first time 
in the program's history. The game provides the 
team with the opportunity to clinch their first 
winning season since 1987, and a win over 
Richmond is a must if the 1991 Dukes are to keep 
their postseason hopes alive. 
"I don't think you need extra incentives, 1 think 
you go out and you play your butt off every lime, but 
this is the seniors' last home game and it should 
mean a little more," JMU Coach Rip Scherer said. 
"Not so much in terms of incentive, but just in terms 
of meaning because I think we all remember our last 
game." 
Coming off the 24-21 loss to Georgia Southern 
last week, the 17th-ranked Dukes shouldn't have a 
'
::;-:- 
ladlTtC 
#7 
Richmond at JMU 
^       (2-4)        (4-2) 
1:30 pJfeTat Harrisonborg, Va. 
Richmond 
AT A GLANCE 
Location: Richmond.Va. 
Enrollment: 2,700 
Conference: Yankee 
1990 Record: 1-10 (1-7 inYankee) 
Head Coach: Jim Marshall 
Marshals Record: 4-24 (3rd year) 
Last Week: Beat Boston University 32-18 
Series vs. JMU: JMU tied 4-4 
Last Meeting: 1990, JMU 29, Spiders 0 
DEREK CARBONNEAU/THE BREEZE 
hard lime getting back on the winning track 
tomorrow. 
Although Richmond (2-4) won 32-18 last week at 
home over Boston University, they arc a dismal 4-24 
over the last three seasons and have been shutout by 
the Dukes the last two limes the teams have played. 
The Dukes beat the Spiders 29-0 last season in 
Richmond and 31-0 in-4989 at Bridgeforth Stadium. 
The Spiders enter the game with a 15-gamc road 
losing streak and third year Coach Jim Marshall has 
never won a road game. 
Regardless, Schcrcr said the Dukes will not lake 
Richmond tightly. 
"I think the fact that they're 2-4 is a little 
misleading, they're coming off a win and we're 
coming off a loss so they had a better week than we 
did," Scherer said. "And I think they're a dangerous 
team for this reason — they're a young football team 
that has not experienced a lot of success. They've 
been kicked around but I think they're playing better, 
they're playing harder — that win will help them a 
heck of a lot." 
The Spiders' other win this season came with their 
opening game against Rhode Island (19-10). They 
have been beaten by Villanova (35-3), VMI (38-27), 
Maine (19-15) and New Hampshire (34-0). 
Coming off their first loss of the season since the 
opener at Virginia Tech, the Dukes wore rubber 
bands on their wrists this week in practice to remind 
them of their goals. 
"It was Coach [Bob] Colbert's idea," JMU 
quarterback Eriq Williams said. "We're going to 
snap back this week and look for a big win against 
Richmond." 
Williams himself is looking to snap back into 
early season form in his passing game. Since 
throwing for a career high 307 yards at William & 
Mary, Williams has thrown for 117, 130 and a, 
season-low 77 yards last week against Georgia 
Southern. 
"I don't want to get to the point where I'm going 
backwards instead of forwards, so [Georgia 
Southern| was a down point for me and the team 
because we realize we're capable of passing better 
than that," Williams said. "I just have to throw the 
ball beucr." 
In his defense, Williams rarely had much pass 
protection against Georgia Southern and Schcrcr said 
poor play calling may have also added to the junior's 
lack of efficiency. 
Schcrcr added that he and his stall have 
eliminated some of the plays from the play book in 
order to help simplify the offense. 
Williams should get better protection against the 
youthful Spiders who start just two seniors on 
defense. 
"When the pressure isn't right in my face I can 
wait for things and can see things opening up," he 
said. "Now that my groin pull is belter, if I do get 
pressure, I'll be able to escape it." 
Catching the 
Riptide spirit 
On Wednesdays at 12:15 in the Highlands 
Room of the Warren Campus Center — which in 
Ihc past has served as a competition site for cut- 
throat Ms. Pac-Man enthusiasts — coach Rip 
Schcrcr speaks to any interested Dukcs-backcrs 
about JMU football. 
It's called "Catch the Riptide," and it's JMU's 
chance to hear the strategy behind the Dukes' 5-2 
season. 
"Richmond is coming off a win alter live 
consecutive losses, and they arc going to be 
aiming for us," Schcrcr said at Wednesday's 
meeting. 
For homecoming, Schcrcr is hoping to balance 
the offense. "In the Georgia Southern game we 
didn't execute our passing game well. For our 
upcoming game, and for the rest of the season, 
we arc hoping to balance the offense belter," he 
said. 
Scherer's assistant coaches assist his 
presentation. On Oct. 16, wide receivers coach 
Darrell Gasl narrated the game film from the 
week before, opening up questions to the 
audience. On Wednesday defensive coordinator 
Jim Pletcher did the same. 
The "Riptide" is a great opportunity for 
students who missed the game to see highlights. 
It also can serve as an inside-information source 
for the upcoming game, because the coaches 
don't treat the future games as covert operations. 
Instead, they reveal their game plans, though not 
in explicit detail. The game plan for homecoming 
will hopefully consist of a win. 
"We control our own destiny. If we win our 
next four games, then we should have no 
problems qualifying for post-season play," 
Scherer said. 
VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
Coach Scherer talks to Kenny Simms. 
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Sports promoter brings back energy 
by Ian Record 
staff writer 
You may have noticed a positive change in the 
attitude and number of JMU football fans, most 
likely because the Dukes are 5-2 and have a 
legitimate shot for the NCAA I-AA playoffs. 
Increased spirit has been fueled by the number of 
innovative promotions attracting students. Jaymie 
Gast is the new director of marketing/promotions for 
JMU athletics. 
Gast's latest promotion was last weekend's 
Homecoming bonfire on Hillside Field, attended by 
about 2,000 students. 
"There was a great turnout for the bonfire," Gast 
said. "Dr. Carrier had a great time. 
"Everyone is excited about the (football) team and 
responsive to the promotions," she said. "We arc 
really trying to do all we can to make it fun for the 
students." 
Gast previously worked at the University of 
Arizona, Aubum, and Georgia Tech, but this is her 
first full-time job in college athletics. Her husband, 
Darrcll Gast, is the Dukes' receivers coach and came 
with JMU head coach Rip Schercr from the 
University of Arizona,   v 
Dean Ehlcrs, JMU's athletic director, said that 
while winning is still the greatest promotion, 
■ 
SAM TYREE/THE BREEZE 
Promoter Jaymie Gast 
"IGast's) presence has definitely been fell a great 
deal. She has done so much to gel the students 
involved." 
Gast said many of her promotion ideas come from 
her experience with college athletics. "I've been 
around big-time college athletics all my life," she 
said. "And I also look at other big schools and sec 
what kind of promotions they [plan]." 
Ehlers said her position was created because "if 
you check with most Division I programs they have 
a marketing promotions person," adding that the 
position is temporary due to the state of JMU's 
budget. "We are happy to have her for this year," he 
said. "It's something we've needed for a long time." 
Gast is primarily responsible for attendance and 
season tickets for JMU's major revenue-producing 
sports: football, and men's and women's basketball. 
She composes all the radio and TV ads, schedules 
and other promotions such as the Burger King score 
card discounts. 
"Student reaction and attendance has been a lot 
better this year than in the past," she said, "but it 
helps when you have a winning program." 
Upcoming events Gast has planned include a prc- 
Pcnn Slate "party" prior to ihc first men's basketball 
game, a "substitute" for Midnight Madness, not held 
this year because it fell on mid-term exam week. 
She has also revised the Duke Dog reading 
program to include more area children. 
Gast added that student involvement is very 
important. "I am always willing to take suggestions 
from students," she said. "My phone is always 
open." 
News 5-& 
Menu Additions! 
Cream Cheese Cake... $2.50 
Chocolate Swirl Cheese Cake... $2.50 
Black Forest Cheese Cake... $2.50 
Classic Deli Carrot Cake... $2.50 
Chocolate Cake... $2.50 
from 
Midway 
pji 
...More Sides! 
Italian Pasta 
Macaroni Salad 
Tropical Fruit Salad 
Spinach Salad 
Garden Salad 
Greek Country Salad 
l/2pfa*   full pint quart 
Hours 
11 a.m. -1 a.m. 
Every day! 
433-6900 
coupons! 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
Free Chips & pickle with every sandwich 
Mi
^
ay
   500 Off 
433-6900 ANY f 
Dessert or 
Side Order    ( 
Good throuqh October 
Midway   .    „-!_! Midway ■       - ^„ 
pj;       $1.00OFF:    pj   J $1.00OFF 
44Q_c<   km A iioo_eonn   
dh 
433-6900 ANY 
$10.00 Order Or More \ 
433-6900 ANY 
$10.00 Order Or More 
Good through October 
FAST FREE DELIVERY! 
Good through October 
FAST FREE DELIVERY! 
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Traditions at Madison strive 
to survive from year to year 
by Sharon Lovering 
staff writer  
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
Senior Jason O'Brien take* five and 
wonders where to stand. 
There was supposed lo be a Homecoming parade 
last year. 
According to Sarah Schacffcr, director of alumni 
relations, it didn't happen because there were 
problems in communication and participation, as 
well as a problem with trying to control traffic on 
campus to accommodate a parade. 
The homecoming parades of the past began in X- 
Lol. High school marching bands from all over 
Virginia marched in it, along with clowns, 
majorettes, scout troops, the Dukcltcs and the 
Marching Royal Dukes. Most had themes. In 1981 
the theme was "Gold Rush Days," in 1982 it was 
"Parade of Champions," and in 1983 it was "Golden 
Hit Parade." But the parade tradition ended in 1984. 
The Duke Dog as we know it today is not a long- 
standing tradition. The human-motivated dog was 
introduced at the JMU-VMI basketball game on 
Nov. 30, 1982. Prior to that, four live English 
bulldogs served the function of Duke Dog. 
The parade tradition and the live, four-legged 
TRADITIONS page 15 ANDY SAFFRON 
20njJnut« rjorthoflliurrtawnburg 
Located off 1-81, Exit 67 
South on Congrew* St. (Jtt. 11) 
New Market, VA 
(70$) 740-3135 
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'Prints 
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'Paperback Room 
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'OldMagazines avail- 
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WELCOME 
ALUMNI!!! 
On<ampus convenience far hot coffee, 
cold drinks, bagels, snacks, newspapers 
. . . and much, much more! 
7 am - midnight M-F   9 am - midnight Sat-Sun 
flffi   \FL£X\  BIB 
JMU Is First In The Nation 
With An Official Neon Sign 
WiMi 
• \losi neon signs run upwards of $200, bul this one is available for S 139.95. 
• Gold Letters and purple border are mounted on blark plexiglass measuring 15  110 
• 8 foot extension cord plugs into standard outlet. 
• Insured against shipping breakage. 
• Easy to hang. 
You will never see JMU 
in the same light again! 
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Blood, sweat and sacrifice inspire Gree 
by Tom Speiss 
staff writer 
Secrecy surrounds the perlormanccs. Each 
black Greek organization wonders what the 
others arc doing. But Tor now, Senior Dcromc 
Smith doesn't care — he's yelling at his 
brothers. 
"You've got to concentrate on your hands and 
your heads," Smith said. "I want it crisp." 
Smith is the step master for Alpha Phi Alpha. 
For him and his brothers, tonight's performance 
at the Convocation Center will be the 
culminating activity in a painful and pride- 
soaked tradition here at JMU — the step show. 
Stepping is an art — it's a cross between tap 
dance, an intense aerobic workout and one of 
Coach Dricsell's season-opening practices. And 
to commit yourself to perform requires rhythm. 
a great deal of Ben-Gay and an exorbitant 
amount of patience. 
"It's hard when you have at least nine 
people," Smith said. "I know who's capable of 
what, but when you get down to the last week, 
you can't be so lenient." 
As step master, Smith is in charge of every 
facet of the Alpha's show. He creates the 
individual steps to suit his brothers — 
collaborating with other Alpha chapters' step 
masters, viewing other step shows and 
visualizing -the choreography of the 
performance. For this show. Smith watched a 
taped performance from a show at Virginia Stale 
University. He decided to use a portion of it 
while also incorporating his own style. 
Other times — sometimes even while in bed 
— Smith will have an idea come to him. Smith 
said he immediately writes it down. 
"Since I used to play the drums, I knew how 
to put everything like the rhythms and the 
counts down on paper," Smith said. "I write the 
movements and the steps down like it was a 
musical score. 
"I think of the whole picture, and when you 
see everything together, it's kind of neat," Smith 
said. 
The Alphas are the defending champions 
from last year's homecoming step show, and are 
determined to improve upon that performance. 
And in order to again be the best, they're 
sacrificing their study time, work and health. 
"My calves bum all the time," said brother 
Mike Spencer. "I have shin splints. My legs are 
tired and sore from doing it every night." 
For some of the steppers, stage- fright -^ that 
. . 
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Mike Spencer jumps high as 
Ramon Southerland rolls 
underneath (far left). Southerland 
steps hard with his fraternity (left). 
Jay Lewis Jr. takes a leap (bottom 
right). Tracey Tynes and Andrea 
Brown perfect their motions (top 
right). 
eks to perfect movement 
ultimate fear of looking out and seeing about 
2,000 people staring right at you, arms folded, 
just daring you to fail — is a real fear. 
"You can't think," said Tracey Tines of 
Sigma Gamma Rho, the ladies defending step 
show champions. "One time, I was thinking 
about what I was doing, and I just royally 
screwed up," she said, declining to go into 
detail. 
"I just went off," she said. 
But when a group has a perfect routine, the 
elation is nothing short of emphatic. For Andrea 
Brown of Sigma Gamma Rho, the feeling when 
leaving the stage is "excitement," she said. "I'm 
just like 'Yes!'" Brown said, fist pumped high in 
the air while jumping across the practice stage in 
mock celebration. 
While competitive, the ladies of Sigma 
Gamma Rho consider themselves to be just that 
— ladies. 
They do not condone nor do they like the 
practice of "cracking," an expression lor 
purposely showing disrespect through lewd 
gestures or obscene remarks for another sorority. 
"We don't believe in it, it's against our 
standards," Lcc Perry said. 
Because cracking is outlawed in competitive 
step shows at JMU, the organizations must 
outwit one another, something which Alpha Phi 
Alpha knows how to do. 
"In this show, we're showing that we're not 
satisfied with just one trophy," said Alpha Phi 
Alpha's Melvin Brown. "We don't mind 
changing our routine at all. 
"We're still just as hungry as anybody else," 
he said. CRAW NEWMAN/THE BREEZE 
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TAKE HOME CLOTHING FROM YOUR FAVORITE CATALOGUES A 
FAMOUS MAKERS AT  E AO/ OFF THE CATALOGUE PRICE, OR BETTER! 
1, 
RARR-EE STATIOM 
Photography by Tim Lingo, Jim Crooheim, Newlight Studios, Charloneiville 
Quality Clothing for Men & Women at Half the Regular Price! 
All of Your Fall Favorites in a Huge Selection of Sizes & Colors! 
Barn Jackets $40 - $68 • Turtlenecks $12 • Flannel Shirts $15 • Men's Cotton Twills $15 - $21 • 
Plush YYool Blazers $49 • Turtleneck Dresses $24 • Denim Buttondown Blouses $16 • Jeans $15 
Huge Selection of Men's & Ladies'Cotton and Wool Sweaters • Shoes, Boots & Accessories 
And Much, Much More! 
BEFORE you mall order, BEFORE you drive far away for outlet savings VISIT BARR-EEI 
HARRISONBURG • 1790 EAST MARKET STREET, NEXT TO KROGER 
432-0289 • Open 10-8 Mon thru Sat; 12-5 Sun 
"r-rrr*- ff*lf"ft 
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Local businesses ready for weekend rush ^^ 
Homecoming revenue pours in valley 
by Sarah Hammel 
& Julie Provensen 
staff writers 
Harrisonburg businesses are 
preparing for one of the busiest 
weekends of the year. Restaurants will 
be packed with noisy visitors catching 
up on old times and Main Street will 
be snarled with vehicles full of alumni 
strolling down memory lane. 
Restaurants 
Most restaurants compare this 
weekend to graduation and Parent's 
Weekend in terms of business. 
Spanky's, a favorite among JMU 
students and alumni, is cutting prices 
on appetizers, beer and its thrce-foot- 
long subs. 
"We've been here for 17 years, so 
it's a tradition to come here. Il holds a 
special place in people's hearts," said 
Spanky's manager Melodic 
Cummings. 
Another hot spot for JMU students 
is Luigi's. 
"Our wait is reasonable and so are our 
prices," said Berri Hoke, assistant 
manager. Meals at Luigi's range from 
S3.89 for sandwiches to $15.00 for 
large pizzas. 
According to Hoke, the best time to 
go to Luigi's is before 4 p.m. or after 
9 p.m. 
Although the management isn't 
planning any special items for 
homecoming, "Luigi's is a special in 
itself," owner Butch Arthur said. 
TG Armadillo's, also owned by 
Arthur, is having no cover charge 
Friday. "This will be a time to come in 
and relax with friends," Arthur said. 
However, on Saturday night there 
will be two bands, "Dirty Campaign" 
and "Eddie from Ohio." Musicians in 
both bands are former members of 
"Jellyfish Blues Band." There will be 
a $4 cover charge. 
"This is a meeting and gathering 
place and we're expecting a good 
crowd," Arthur said. 
The Joshua Wilton House offers a 
quieter atmosphere. 
"We try to do something a little 
special for big weekends," general 
manager Dwayne Evans said. Prices 
range from SI3.95 to S20.95 
normally, but for homecoming they 
arc doing something different. 
There will be six or seven choices 
of different entrees with prices 
meeting more of a middle ground. -• - 
Although L'ltalia's menu will 
slay the same, there arc different "chef 
specialties" every night. And 
according to Bruce Arnold, there are 
no specials higher than SI2.00. All 
dinners are served with rolls and a 
salad. 
If you want to dine at Pargo's, 
reservations aren't accepted — so 
come early to avoid wailing lines. Last 
year there was a two-hour wait at 
times, so they recommend coming "as 
soon after the game as possible." 
Pargo's dinners range from $5.95 to 
SI 1.95 and there are daily specials. 
"A night of entertainment" is what 
Tully's has to offer for homecoming, 
according to Jim Ballon, general 
manager of Tully's. They have two 
dance floors and music provided by 
DJ's. There will also be drink specials. 
"We arc gearing up for it here," 
Ballon said. "In the past we've been 
very busy, so we're staffing heavily 
for ihc evening." 
Dinners range from $5.95 to $12.95 
and include Mexican, seafood and 
Tully's "famous" BBQ ribs. 
Retail 
JMU alumni will descend upon 
Harrisonburg this weekend, and 
businesses say ihcy arc prepared to 
accommodate ihcm. 
Pharmhousc drug store on South 
Main Street, has only been in business 
here  for about a  year.   But  its 
•employees have already learned from 
the crunch of this year's Parents 
Weekend. 
"It's been packed for two weeks 
now, and on Parents Weekend there 
was a real rush," said Jewell Souers, 
customer service representative. 
Although no extra staff will be 
added, Souers said they are expecting 
their first homecoming to be 
extremely busy. 
Jody Rainey is the manager at 
Pazazz, a store that sells things like 
gifts and party accessories. She said 
the store knows basically what to 
expect this weekend. 
"The store doesn't become loo 
noticeably busy during homecoming. 
We do, however, sell a lot more 
purple and gold balloons during that 
lime," Rainey said. 
Like Pazazz, Valley Mall's JC 
Penney doesn't sec the highest sales 
during homecoming. Mike Gigliotti, 
merchandise manager for the store, 
said lasi year's homecoming was siill 
good for business, though. 
"Slorcwisc, we were up against 
some good numbers in terms of sales," 
Gigliotti said. 
"That's definitely good for us — 
the more traffic we have the better, but 
Parents Weekend is really a busier 
weekend for us," he added. 
Gigliotti said he thought the 
weather might affect business this 
weekend. 
"If it's a warm, sunny day, people 
won't sec rushing off to the mall as 
very important. If it pours, though, 
then lhat might be a different story." 
Hotels 
As of last Friday, Shoncy's, 
Hampton Inn, Holiday Inn, and the 
Joshua Wilion House were all filled lo 
capacity for homecoming weekend. 
Suggested local restaurants 
Restaurant Address Phone 
Spanky's 60 W. Water St. 434-7647 
Luigi's 1059 S. High St. 433-0077 
T.G. Armadillos 25 W. Water St. 546-0077 
Joshua Wilton house 412 S. Main St. 434-4464 
L'ltalia 815 E. Market St. 433-0961 
Pargos 1691 E. Market St. 433-5000 
Tully's 2061-F Evelyn Byrd Ave. 433-5151 
+~i, 
~t 
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If you're not used to 
car trouble like this, 
let's talk. Seniors and graduate students with good driving records often get stuck paying the same car insurance rates as less experienced 
drivers. But, if you're the kind of driver who obeys the 
speed limit and brakes for yellow lights, we think it's time 
someone rewarded you. So we've designed a car insurance 
policy that's everything you deserve. 
This select coverage has very reasonable rates—even for 
students. In fact, in a recent survey, new GEICO policyhold- 
ers reported an average annual savings of over 15*. 
What's more, the 2 million drivers we insure give us high 
marks for exceptional service. GEICO is the only major in- 
surance company with 24-hour service, seven days a week. 
You speak directly to a professional every time you phone. 
And since we're "on call" day and night, our 
experts can answer your questions or begin 
processing a claim immediately. 
The policy itself is among the finest. Our reputation rests 
on over 50 years of experience providing coverage you can 
be sure of, at prices you can afford. 
So when you're ready to make the most of a clean driving 
record, why not turn yourself in to the proper authorities? 
Call 1-800-841-3000. 
AUTO 
INSURANCE. 
Cost Ltmipansoii ll>#  1111 
Shiiuh) yuu mil rmii dlt»l the uml< rwrittrw n-quir.-nwiitN ..I i.KKO.* I .Hi" \m in i.il liwu.Uk> 'CMMMR \LIIM -Hi .|ii.it<K IM IIH >*im ymulih —unmr mk wrvnv th— Jm*krt liKfcO 
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The Breeze Glory Days Tames Madison: umversi 
MIKE HEFFNERTHE BREEZE 
The Marching Royal Dukes trumpet section prepares for homecoming weekend. Left to right: 
Leroy Windsor, Dixie Monger, Todd La Plante, Andrea Kapfer, and Sam Cavaliere.  
Traditions 
CONTINUED from page9 
Duke Dogs arc both examples of how 
homecomings in the past differ from 
the present. Even the weather is 
different — homecoming used to be 
held in the spring. 
The first fall Homecoming was in 
1972, the year JMU's football team 
made its debut. That weekend 
included a parade, dance and concert. 
A Miss Madison as well as a Man of 
the Year were chosen along with the 
Homecoming Queen. 
In 1988, a new tradition called 
alumni band began under the new 
band director. Dr. J. Patrick Rooncy. 
The tradition still exists today. 
Meg Jarrcll, a 1990 graduate, says 
it is "the only time during the year 
people get to sec people they went to 
school with." 
Schacffcr says the subject of the 
Homecoming parade comes up every 
year in the Homecoming committee, 
and "it's up for discussion." She 
added that they "always want to make 
Homecoming belter." 
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fantastic bargains 
at... 
66 East Market Street Harrisonburg, Va* 564-0555 
Your 
"One stop 
HOMECOMING 
Shop1, 
for any occasion, 
group or individuil. 
•Mon-Frl 
11:00-6:00 
•Saturday 
11:00-4:00 
i 
fh»mt 
Flrtl ''•*'< 
urltlms Btnk 
IX 
(O 
E. Market St. 
L—W —  George's 
To Rt 
33 
\ 
Jess's 
V> 
To 
JMLT 
V 
Screen Printing, Embroidery, Sportswear, Creek-wear, 
Clur/TeamShirts, Sewn on & Press on Lettering, Mugs, Cups, 
Buttons, Balloons, Bumper Stickers, Keychains, and More, More, More.. 
D I 
l 
I 5 
• 3 
IT (705) r>()4-or>r»j i ax (7o:$) r><> i-oowi 
VMLCOMOB JICZUMWX 
Q3UWUAXE S&ECIAL: 
T*S<VEfB&t &&CK&K 9&&AIBS 
<tfT*IH%JCE 917&t&rt'M&tHjrt. 
(across from main post offiu) 
4340444 
MOhiSXI 11:30-2, 
JHJ <*• SStTHjqJtT 5-9 
Come "home" to your favorite Party Store 
University Market 
1320 Port Republic Road 
433-8014 
•Magazines  •Groceries 'Ice •Beverages 
ter 
1 UNIVERSITY 
MARKET . 
Commons 
X 
Squire Hun 's 
Hilll Ridge 
Port | Republic | Road 
Ashby Crossing 
^VIRGINIA JMU LOTTERY    Serving JMU £or 18 years 
Afl4 
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CRAB SHACK PLUS 
...    ^J€i i STEAMECI Srmiivip 
5.99 - 12.99 per lb. 
• •• SANdwichEs ••• 
At sandwiches are served wth Cole Slat/ and your choice ot 
lettuce, tomato, ohon, mayo, dpan. cocktai a tartar sauce 
(26) 
(27) (28) 
(29) 
(30) 
SoftStelCrab. . . .$4.50 
CrebCete .$3.86 
RshoftheDay. . . - $3.95 
FriedSrmp $395 
Turkey Ham Club. . .  $4.50 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
Oyster $3 95 
Bar-B-Q $3.95 
Steak& Cheese- . . . $450 
Ham & Cheese. . . . -$3 95 
TurkeyOub .W-50 
& 
DEIJVERV If DEsiREd 
•••4J2-9966"* m 
"CLASSIC ROCK" 
"'**M, 
M-THECONVERTIBLES 93CM30 
SIT-ROCK BOTTOM 93CH30 
'RESERYE SEATS AVAILABLE 
E RESTAURANT 
434-2367 
::v>::., * -:-::::-. 
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TEE ULTIMATE m OFF-CAMPUS 
LIVING FOR JMU STUDENTS 
Olde Mill Village offers an excellent location (on South 
Avenue behind 7-1 l)...wlthln easy walking distance of 
JMU...as well as the most spacious 4-bedroom units 
available (almost 1300 square feet). Because of its many 
excellent features, Olde Mill Village has become the 
most popular student comunity in Harrisonburg. Don't 
get left out...reserve your unit (or room) today! 
Come in out of the cold and live 
with the best at Olde Mill Village. 
Professionally Managed By: 
Horslcy and Constable 
Property Management Division 
434-1173 or 432-9502 
A MEMBER OF THE SEARS FINANCIAL NETWORK 
couDiueix 
HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE 
OLDE MILL VILLAGE OFFERS THE 
FOLLOWING EXTRAS FOR TOUR 
COMFORT & SECURITY 
• Pedal on the level-no hills or interstates to cross 
• Basketball court 
• On-site management 
• Pre-wired for television, telephone. & computer 
• Deadbolts & door viewers on all apartments 
• Lighted parking lot & walkways 
• On city bus line to campus & Valley Mall 
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Glory Days James Madison University 
West Coast musician returns to 'Burg 
by Laurie Frankel 
staffwriter 
This weekend will be a 
homecoming also for a 
Harrisonburg faithful who 
won student hearts without 
ever setting foot into a classroom. 
Catfish Hodge, now a West Coast 
performer, got his start at Valentino's 
in Harrisonburg and will return to give 
a show tomorrow night. 
Before moving to California, 
Hodge made his home in Washington, 
D.C. for eight years. "Harrisonburg 
was a stop on the way out and back on 
the lours," Hodge said. 
He played for JMU students about 
once a month. Many of those students 
are coming back to see him this 
weekend. 
Hodge, now 46, has been making 
music for over 20 years and has 
played with blues greats such as Little 
Feat and Bonnie Rait. "I love playing 
music anytime. I have always loved 
music, and I love life," he enthused. 
"Now I'm a Mr. Mom," said 
Hodge, father of two. "I write sound 
tracks, make music, and raise babies," 
he laughed and added, "And I'm 
enjoying myself." 
And his expectations for his 
homecoming this weekend are simple. 
"I'm looking forward to having a 
good time, selling some records, and 
making some people happy," Hodge 
said, "And the leaves arc just beautiful 
in Harrisonburg this lime of year." 
Other off-campus 
entertainment options for 
Homecoming weekend 
include, Terry Allard al 
Clayborne's both Friday and Saturday 
night. Jellyfish Blues al Players Friday 
night, SGGL at Valentino's Friday 
night. Dirty Campaign with Eddie 
from Ohio Friday night at TG 
Armadillo's, the fifth annual Northern 
Virginia alumni chapter Homecoming 
party (open to everyone) Saturday 
night at Players, and BS&M Saturday 
night at JM's. 
+ -* 
Catfish Hodge Courte«y of VALENTINO'S 
homecoming* homophone DICTIONARY 
What the heck does homecoming 
hom»com»ing \'horn-, kum-in\ n:A 
This will be my sixth homecoming weekend 
(no, I haven't been at JMU since the ice age, 
that's six counting high school) and I'm still not 
\ sort of commentary 
Brookie Davis 
quite sure whal it's all about. 
After six homecomings you would ihink I'd 
know. But I'm going to disappoint everyone and 
say I still don't know what homecoming is. 
But never fear, our faithful library is near! I 
managed to find the reference section and went 
through about 10 different encyclopedias before I 
found anything on homecoming. 
Unfortunately, it was a reference to Harold 
Pinter's play, Homecoming, in which an 
American philosophy professor and his wife go to 
visit the husband's father and brothers in 
England. In the end, the wife slays in England to 
serve as the family prostitute and the husband 
returns lo the United States. 
Somehow, family prostitution didn't seem to 
be the reason for our big homecoming weekend. 
So my library venture continued. At first I came 
across "The Bamhart Dictionary of Etymology." 
According to Barnhart homecoming (spelled 
homecomyng), originated in 1385 in Chaucer's 
"Troilus and Criseyde." Well that didn't tell me 
anything since I hadn't read Chaucer. So I turned 
coming home  or  homeward:   return 
to Ihe next shelf to look for Webster's. I figured 
everything that is anything is in good ol' 
Webster's. And sure enough, there it was. 
"Webster's Seventh New Collegiate 
Dictionary" said that homecoming is "the return 
of a group of people especially on a special 
occasion lo a place formerly frequented." 
So if a bunch of my friends and I went to a 
football game — something we formerly 
frequented — on a special occasion like my 
birthday, then that's homecoming. There, it's 
solved! 
Bui tomorrow's not my birthday. There must 
be more lo this homecoming thing. 
So I resorted lo ihe "Larousse Illustrated 
International Encyclopedia and Dictionary" — 
leave it to those internationals to have the scoop. 
Il defined homecoming as 'an annual celebration 
for alumni in some colleges and universities or 
high schools." 
Aha! So that's where all those alumni come 
into the picture. Wow, I'm so glad ihcy have a 
purpose. But il didn'i say anything about us — 
today's students. Whal, we have nothing to do 
with homecoming? It wasn't designed for us? 
Oh! What a disaster. Does that mean we can't 
have a party? I looked into this because we had to 
be able to have a party. 
The Festivals Sourcebook describes several 
homecoming celebrations thai don't include 
alumni. For instance in Bishop, Calif., there is a 
mean, anyway? 
after prolonged absence 
Homecoming and Labor Day Celebration held for 
four days in early Scplcmbcr. Activities there 
include a street dance, a rodeo and an old timers' 
picnic (maybe we should send our alumni there). 
Some towns in Massachusetts spend a whole 
week celebrating homecoming. In Beverly, 
Homecoming Week is held in mid-August. Il has 
several activities including a pancake breakfast, a 
lobster festival, a 6-milc road race, square 
dancing and concerts. Southwick celebrates 
Homecoming Week for nine days in mid-June. 
All these celebrations arc just line and dandy, 
but they didn'i tell me what students have to do 
with homecoming. 
I was just about to leave the library hopelessly 
when I stumbled upon the "Webster's New 
World Dictionary" (Who left the book in the 
middle of ihe aisle?). Good ol' Webster comes 
through again. This lime he said that 
homecoming is "a coming or returning lo one's 
home." 
So our purpose in homecoming is to go home. 
Wail, wait. 01' Webster is taking bribes from our 
parents now! 
With this final blow from Webster, I had given 
up. Then I saw my roommate. She had come to 
look for me since I had been missing for hours, or 
maybe it was days. I told her about my dilemma 
and she told me not to worry, that I would 
eventually figure it out. But for now it was time 
for me to come home. 
.   :    ,    ,   ,      ■ ..■:.::■:■ :■■;:.:::;■ 
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Special store hours Saturday Oct 26 9 a.m- - 5 p.m 
Free Homecoming commemorative cup 
with $25 purchase (while quantities last) 
Register for drawings for        f/Mff ^n 
[freeprizes ^ ^^A^J 
MasterCard FLgX 
75 South Court Square 
Next to Sovran Bank Drive-Thru 
433-1833 
Unusual 
Antique 
Jewelry 
and 
Contemporary 
Designs 
The area's finest estate jewelry. 
Diamonds • Gold • Silver 
Serving the Finest in Soups, Salads, Burgers, Chicken, 
Seafood, Mexican, Steaks and Great Baby Back Ribs. 
And on Sunday, kids eat free! 
• Sunday aid Monday 
Football specials-Buy one 
appetizer get one free of 
equal or lesser value during 
games 
• Tnasity Night 150 wings 
• Wednesday night IOC shrimp 
steamed or fried; specials 
for the ladies 
• Thnrsiiy night come sing with 
us - Karaoke 
• Dancing Friday and Saturdays 
Open 11a.m. til 2am. 
Halloween 
Party 
Oct 31st 9pm- 
Cbsing 
Featuring: Food, Fun & 
Dance 
Mystifying Magic by 
"MERMAN" 
Costume Contest - 3 prizes 
$100 Cash lit Place 
J40 Cash 2nd 
$20 Gift Certificate 
PROPER 10 REQUIRED 
^ 
1 
V 
V 
£& ^* 
Carry-Out Service 
Available 
CM 43^-5151 
2061 Evelyn Byrd Avenue (Behind Valley Mall).Hariisonhurg 
Life through a 
Lens. 
it could be yours, if you are The Breeze's 
new assistant photo editor. 
To apply, seaad a restime aaad 5 samples of your work to 
the Breeze office in Anthoiay-Seeger Hall. 
Headline for applications: Nov. 5, 1991. 
  
—  . 
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Glory Days 
Drum Break 
Russ Pawlas of the 
Marching Royal Dukes 
adjusts Adam Nyreen's 
snare drum as Rick 
Deloney takes a break. 
The Marching Dukes 
will be performing with 
the alumni band this 
weekend. 
MIKE HEFFNERTHE BREEZE 
• « 
CELLULAR ONE 
invites you to come by for 
great savings on a great phone. 
Visit youi nearest CELLULAfi ONE" 
CUSTOMS? SERVICE & INSIAILAITON 
CENTER before November 15 and 
walk out with the very best savings 
on a new mobile phone. 
$229 
That's right! Ware ottering extra 
discounts on our already low prices, 
but you must act now to take ad- 
vantage of this Special Limited 
Time Introductory Otter available 
only from CELLULAR ONE*. 
HARRISONBURG 
•Special price* are lor the Uruden "Mobil* 
Phone with a 36-month (•trie* contract 
CELLULAR ONE* -THE RIGHT CALL 
Conveniently located near Kroger 
In Harrisonburg 439-7676 
Welcome Back Alumni! 
Stop by and Visit: 
| Vee'sf Jace 
*   FUIIDEUVERY 
HI   SERVICE & DINE-IN 
Legal Beverages •Szechuan Cuisine 
Banquet Room •Cantonese Cuisine 
Luncheon Buffet • Friday & Saturday 
Sunday Buffet • Evening Buffet 
•Carry Out 
1588 S. Main St. 
434-3003 
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Celebrate Homecoming with a Fiesta!!! 
Mr. Gatti's Pizza 
The Best Pizza in Town... Honest 
This Week Only! 
,^i^&:,. 
Sink your teeth into Mr. Gatti's delicious 
combination of fresh provolone cheese, 
spicy burger, bell pepper, 
fresh diced tomatoes, and chedoar cheese. 
Jalapeno on rej|uest. 
r$7 For a Medium, Plus Two Free Drinks 
$9 For a Large, Plus Four Free Drinks 
Make your Fiesta Party Complete 
with Mr. Gatti's!!! 
FAST, FREE 
DELIVERY 
11 AM - 1 AM SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY 
11 AM - 2 AM THURSDAY - SATURDAY 
FAST FEAST 
BUFFET 
11 AM - 2 PM & 5:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
Delivered On The Double! 
One Great Pizza! One Low Price! 
Hours:  11 AM -1 AM Sunday - Wednesday 
11 AM-2 AM Thursday - Saturday 
433-0606 
Located in the Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
Offer Valid This Week Only. No Coupon Necessary! 
$ 6 
ONE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA & 
2 FREE DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-Out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 7 
THREE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA & 
2 FREE DRINKS 
Original or Pern Perfect 
Delivery or Take-Out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 8 
ONE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA & 
4 FREE DRINKS 
OriginalOnfy 
Delivery or Take-Out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 9 
THREE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA & 
4 FREE DRINKS 
OriginalOnfy 
Delivery or Take-Out 
No Coupon Necessary 
